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Infrastructure Services

REPORT TO KINCARDINE & MEARNS AREA COMMITTEE 29 OCTOBER 2019
STONEHAVEN BAY COASTAL FLOOD PROTECTION STUDY – PREFERRED
OPTION
1

Reason for Report / Summary

1.1

As an action within the North East Local Flood Risk Management Plan 2016 –
2022, a study into coastal flood risk has been undertaken for Stonehaven.
This report sets out the findings of this study and the preferred option to be
put forward for national prioritisation in early 2020.

2

Recommendations
The Committee is recommended to:
2.1

Consider and provide comments to Infrastructure Services
Committee on the proposed Preferred Option from the
Stonehaven Bay Coastal Flood Protection Study as detailed in
paragraph 4.3 of this report.

3

Purpose and Decision-Making Route

3.1

Aberdeenshire Council has published the Local Flood Risk Management Plan
2016 – 2022 for the North East Region, which was approved by Infrastructure
Services Committee at the meeting of 12 May 2016. The Local Flood Risk
Management Plan presents a summary of the objectives and actions
contained within the Scottish Environment Protection Agency’s (SEPA) Flood
Risk Management Strategy. The Plan also contains an element of how the
measures will be implemented, as well as timescales for delivery, funding
arrangements and details of partnership working to deliver these measures.

3.2

Infrastructure Services Committee agreed at the meeting of 12 May 2016 that
the four highest ranking Aberdeenshire studies in the national prioritisation
should be taken forward in the 2016 – 2022 flood risk management planning
cycle, namely:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Ellon
Inverurie and Port Elphinstone
Insch
Stonehaven Bay Coastal

It should also be noted that Committee agreed to progress the Ballater Flood
Protection Study outwith the North East Local Flood Risk Management Plan.
3.3

The preferred option from the Stonehaven Bay Coastal study has now been
identified as outlined at paragraph 4.3 of this report and as more fully
explained in the Economic Appraisal Results – Note to File at Appendix 1.
This Committee is now asked to provide comment to Infrastructure Services
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Committee on the preferred option for Stonehaven for consideration at its
meeting on 28th November 2019. Thereafter, subject to approval by
Infrastructure Services Committee, the preferred options from these studies
will be put forward to the SEPA for national prioritisation in early 2020. This
process will identify the Scottish Government’s priorities for potential flood
protection schemes in the next cycle(s) of the flood risk management planning
process.
3.4

Background to the process of Flood Protection Studies is set out in the
briefing note as Appendix 2.

4

Discussion

4.1

Flood Mitigation Options

4.1.1 There has been flooding in Stonehaven in recent years caused by wave
overtopping from the North Sea. Most recent flooding that caused damage to
both properties and businesses was on 15th December 2012. Information on
Historic flooding is available in both Information Review Report (September
2018) and Interim Modelling Report (January 2019) available on the flood
study website:- http://www.stonehavenbaycoastalfloodstudy.com/home/
4.1.2 For the purposes of the study and to allow consideration of options and also
due to length, orientation to the sea and differing flood risk mechanisms,
Stonehaven Bay has been split in to three Benefit Zones, with each
undergoing a separate appraisal. The benefit zones are described below as:


North – North of River Cowie including Cowie shore front.



Central – South of River Cowie to Harbour. River Cowie sits within Central
Benefit Zone due to the primary flood risk mechanism being associated
with overtopping on the southern bank.



Harbour – Harbour area (including northern rock area around Backies car
park).

4.1.3 A range of flood protection options were then reviewed (see link) and short
listed (Appendix 1) for each area based on their viability. A range of different
combinations of options were then put forward as a viable solution.
4.2

Feedback from Public Engagement

4.2.1 Two public engagement exercises were undertaken as part of the study.
These were:
 29th January 2019 at Mackie Academy – presented long-listed options
 13th June 2019 at Stonehaven Town Hall – presented short-listed options
4.2.2 Formal feedback from the second Public Meeting was collated and provided in
Appendix 3. The Stonehaven Flood Action were active in coordinating public
responses which lead to 107 no. responses being received.
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4.2.3 The Stonehaven Flood Action Group (SFAG) also provided a formal response
to the proposals which outlined their objections to the proposals put forward
by Aberdeenshire Council and JBA Consulting. These are summarised as:


The raising of the promenade behind the defences will have significant
impact on the seafront residents, with users being able to look directly into
properties.



The promenade raising would exacerbate surface water flood risk,
allowing ponding against boundary walls. The design drawings showed no
detail of drainage arrangements.



The design for the new defences is based on the most exposed conditions
with no consideration given to the area sheltered by the Brachans, which
could potentially have a lower rear wall.



No consideration has been given to the offshore attenuation of wave
energy with the aim of reducing defence heights.



The design drawings showed that the proposed defences would extend
across the entire Central zone and there was no separate consideration for
the area south of the Carron.

4.2.4 In response, a further engagement meeting with the SFAG was undertaken on
27th August 2019, to further explain the design process and clarify the stage in
the Flood Protection Scheme process at which this study relates. The formal
response document (issued to SFAG on 10/10/19) is provided in Appendix 4.
4.2.5 We appreciate that there are still ongoing concerns related to future design
phases and the most effective way to manage and incorporate SFAG
feedback at this stage, is through alterations to the design drawings; and
recommendations in the final reporting. As such, further recommendations are
included in the response document.
4.3

Preferred Option

4.3.1 The Economic Appraisal Results – Note to File dated 7th October 2019 issued
by JBA (Appendix 1) details the effectiveness of the short list of options and
following internal review and recommends the following preferred option:


North Zone – Improve the existing defences (raise existing wall)
immediately and adapt to a new sea wall when the residual life is
exceeded;



Central Zone – Raise existing wall and implement an adaptive beach
recharge scheme immediately and replace Cowie defences in year 30;



Harbour Zone – Manage the medium-term risk through Property Flood
Resilience (achieved through Property Level Protection products) and
construct new defences when the residual life of the current defences is
exceeded (year 30).

4.3.2 The preferred option offers the primary form of benefit in way of a flood
scheme by providing flood protection to residents and businesses within
Stonehaven. In addition, it is proposed that the following additional benefits
will be realised:
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Public health and well-being.



Support of shorefront development and re-development opportunities
through the provision of a 200-year standard of protection.



Recreational and tourism benefits by enhancing the central portion of the
beach.



Recreational and tourism benefits through minimising adverse short-term
impact of new structures.



Construction of significant new defence structures is delayed until the
residual life of the existing structures are exceeded. This provides
Aberdeenshire Council with valuable time to mitigate some of the public
perceptions of the Flood Protection Scheme.



The delayed investment in future defences makes the scheme adaptable
to the uncertainty surrounding climate change and sea level rise
projections.

4.3.3 In total the Present Value estimates of these are estimated to be £26.6
million, resulting in a Benefit Cost Ratio (BCR) of 1.17, meaning the project is
economically viable.
4.3.4 An additional consideration of the Preferred Option is that due to the
uncertainty in the funding mechanism for adaptive schemes, there is a risk
that the required contribution is not met by Scottish Government over the
lifetime of the scheme. To demonstrate the case for immediate investment a
30-year appraisal was also conducted. A proposed schedule of works has
been identified (in the economic appraisal) with the results demonstrating the
immediate need for investment with a BCR = 1.24.
This demonstrates that the scheme is viable based on the immediate and
shorter-term risk and does not solely rely on the uncertainty surrounding sea
level rise over a 100-year appraisal period.
4.3.5 It is also important to consider that new sea wall defences will be required in
the future in order to prevent existing seawall collapse and erosion causing
loss of land. Future investment in coastal defences in Stonehaven will be
required anyway, the question is to what degree do we (both the public and
Aberdeenshire Council) wish to provide protection against flooding during
extreme events, in a way that recognises different levels of vulnerability along
the sea frontage. Should the project be successful, in what will be a highly
competitive prioritisation process, further design work will be required to
address these issues.
4.3.6 The involvement of businesses and residents will be critical in developing an
option which is both locally acceptable and provides an appropriate level of
protection to the town now, and in the future, where flood risk is expected to
increase significantly due to climate change.
4.3.7 It is also important that we consider pragmatic short-term recommendations
(as listed below) – however these do not form the basis of the preferred option
we wish to present to Scottish Government, but actions that may be
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considered in the interim and which we are working with our consultants to
establish:-

4.4



A beach monitoring programme to get a better understanding of beach
behaviour which in turn will aid design (arrangements are already
underway for a CoastSnap1 trial)



Any necessary maintenance required to prolong residual life of existing
coastal defence structures



Any advice on current / future beach management (maintenance /
recycling) activities – i.e. should the beach material in the Cowie river
mouth be moved to bolster the seafront and where should it be placed?



Advice on management of the erosion to the south of the River Carron.



Increase awareness of SEPA’s coastal flood warning system and the
Council’s reduced cost property level protection products.

Issues with Property Level Protection

4.4.1 Property Flood Resilience, also widely known as Property Level Protection
(PLP), using bespoke products, provides individual property owners with
measures to help reduce flood risk. Products include barriers fitted to
openings such as doors and windows, providing a seal to limit floodwater
entry and non-return valves for drains to prevent floodwater or sewage
backing-up into the property.
4.4.2 Economically full PLP can be considered as a viable option. However, full
PLP is not seen as a long-term sustainable solution where future increases in
flooding due to climate change increases are likely to surpass the 0.6m
threshold protection levels. A full PLP scheme would also have the following
issues:

4.5

1



PLP has large social implications in areas of Stonehaven where a large
number of the public have expressed concern with only having PLP as a
solution to the flood risk.



There remains some uncertainty in terms of how the PLP will be funded
and maintained. Furthermore, the costs of implementing PLP may rise
once the full PLP surveys have been carried out. i.e. the requirements to
make each house waterproof may vary.



The PLP needs to be replaced every 25 years.



Uptake will also be hard for those properties that are located further from
the sea (i.e. they don’t see themselves as being at flood risk).

Preferred options as outputs from the flood studies will be put forward in
December 2019 for national prioritisation. SEPA is required to prioritise
actions under the Flood Risk Management Act and indicate when the actions
will be implemented. Prioritisation will highlight the areas were actions are
most beneficial and promote actions that deliver sustainable flood risk

https://www.gov.scot/publications/flood-risk-management-scotland-act-2009-flood-protection-schemesguidance/pages/7/
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management. This will be underpinned by an appraisal of the economic,
social and environmental aspects of proposed actions.
4.6

Prioritisation undertaken by SEPA will be a technical assessment based on a
range of sustainability criteria. It is the responsibility of the Scottish
Government to determine the level of funding for implementing actions
identified through prioritisation. However, currently there is no guarantee that
there will be further Scottish Government funding made available to progress
these prioritised actions.

5

Council Priorities, Implications and Risk

5.1

The report helps deliver the Council priorities to support a strong, sustainable,
diverse and successful economy and protect our special environment, including
tackling climate change by reducing greenhouse gas emissions.

5.2

The table below shows whether risks and implications apply if the
recommendation(s) is(are) agreed.
Subject
Financial
Staffing
Equalities

Yes
x

Fairer Scotland
Duty
Town Centre First
Sustainability
Children and
Young People’s
Rights and
Wellbeing

No

N/A

x
X – not relevant
to this report.
X – not relevant
to this report
x
x
x

5.3

An equality impact assessment is not required because there are no
proposals within this report that have a differential impact on any of the
protected characteristics.

5.4

A Town Centre First Impact Assessment was not required as this report does
not have a differential impact on Town Centres.
Financial / Delivery Risks

5.5

In August 2015, CoSLA Leaders agreed that the funding for flooding
should be based on a more sustainable funding agreement and reflect the
legislative framework that was introduced in the Flood Risk Management
(Scotland) Act 2009. In doing so, it was agreed that from 2016/17 onwards
flooding capital grant should be allocated on the basis of a hybrid model
whereby a 20% of the grant is allocated to all 32 councils to contribute to
other elements contained in their Flood Risk Management plans; and 80%
be allocated to large scale projects and distributed according to the SEPA
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prioritisation of flooding schemes and works set out in the Flood Risk
Management Strategies.
5.6

In 2016 SEPA produced a prioritised list of Flood Protection Schemes. In
order to fund all the schemes in 2016 Council Leaders and Scottish
Government Ministers committed £420m of funding over the next 10 years
to Flood Protection Schemes from the General Capital Grant. It should be
noted that this financing commitment will overlap multiple spending review
periods, parliamentary terms and flood risk management planning cycles.
The availability of additional or continued funding from the Scottish
Government for future Flood Protection Schemes is currently not known.

5.7

One of the greatest uncertainties with any civil engineering project is
unknown ground conditions. Building and construction case records show
that unforeseen ground conditions are often the cause of large cost and
time overruns. Ground conditions can only be reliably established by
undertaking intrusive site investigation, which includes undertaking trial
excavations and drilling boreholes. Site investigation work for detailed
design is expensive and generally will not be undertaken until further
funding is confirmed.

5.8

Risks associated with uncertainty in the detailed design/deliverability will
be inherent in the proposals submitted for prioritisation. An optimism bias2
(usually 60%) is included to account for this, however the variation
between cost estimates based on preferred options and the final
design/tender cost can be significant.

5.9

Delayed delivery of viable potential flood schemes may lead to issues
such as potential property blight associated with the need for schemes
being highlighted but delayed in delivery. It may also lead to issues with
community expectations that have been raised during the ongoing studies.

5.10 The following Risks have been identified as relevant to this matter on a
Corporate Level:
- ACORP006 Reputation Management: The initial strategic appraisal of
flood risk indicated that a potential action or group of potential actions
would be likely to address flooding problems. However, after carrying
out a flood study it may be concluded that there are no feasible options
to take forward or there may be no budget to fund these.
6

Scheme of Governance

6.1

The Head of Finance and the Monitoring Officer within Business Services
have been consulted but neither had any comments to make on the contents
of the report.

6.2

The Area Committee is able to consider, make recommendations to Services
and any other appropriate Committee on any matter or policy which impacts

2

https://www.gov.scot/publications/flood-risk-management-scotland-act-2009-flood-protection-schemesguidance/pages/7/
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its Area in terms of Section B.1.2 of the List of Committee Powers in Part 2A
of the Scheme of Governance. The Committee is being asked in terms of this
report to provide comment to Infrastructure Services Committee on the
preferred option for Stonehaven which is within the Kincardine and Mearns
area.
Stephen Archer
Director of Infrastructure Services
Report prepared by Lee Watson, Principal Engineer and Gavin Penman, Projects
Manager.
Date 11 October 2019
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Appendix 1

NOTE TO FILE
JBA Project Code
Contract
Client
Day, Date and Time
Author
Subject

2018s0343
Stonehaven Bay Coastal Flood Protection Study
Aberdeenshire Council
07 October 2019
Douglas Pender
Economic Appraisal Results

1 Introduction
The purpose of the this Note to File is to outline how the economic appraisal has been
undertaken for the Stonehaven Bay Coastal FPS. It summarises the previously agreed
approach1 and demonstrates how the assessment of options meets the requirements
set out by Aberdeenshire Council and the guidance from Scottish Government.
The short-listed options underwent a detailed appraisal to test the economic viability of
each. The study area was divided into independent Benefit Zones (Section 4), with the
appraisal processes implemented for each individually. From this, the most
economically viable options were then taken forward to assess combinations across the
entire bay.
The outcomes of this will be presented during a public and stakeholder consultation
event on 13 June 2019; after which the preferred option will be identified and
submitted in to SEPA’s prioritisation process for funding in the 2021-2026 cycle.

2 Requirements and guidance
2.1

Aberdeenshire Council
The requirements set out in the ITT ask for the study to develop options to manage
flood and erosion risk within the bay in the “Short”, “Medium”, and “Long” terms.
These should include both structural and non-structural options.

2.2

Scottish Government
The Scottish Government guidance2 specifies that there is no specific design standard
and that the process should use a risk-based approach and aim to maximise the
reduction in overall risk.
The guidance also proposes that an “adaptive” rather than the “precautionary”
approach to flood risk be considered. This is to combat the uncertainties surrounding
the changes in flood risk in the future (i.e. climate change, natural processes,
demographic, etc.) where the design of climate change upfront (precautionary) may
not prove to be the best option.

3 Baseline scenario
The baseline scenario for this assessment is the Do Minimum. Under this scenario, it is
assumed that the existing defences will be maintained at their current level of
investment, with a residual life as indicated in the asset condition survey. In this
scenario, when the residual life is exceeded, the defences are assumed to have failed.
Analysis and modelling of the undefended scenarios indicates that there is no inherent
benefit in attempting to incorporate these into the damage calculations. However, the
economic cost of exposure and erosion of critical assets after failure will be considered
and included in the recreational losses, and in the 2118 flood damage estimates, if
appropriate.

1

AKI-JBAU-00-00-FN-HM-0005-S3-P01-Appraisal_Summary.pdf
Scottish Government (2016). Options appraisal guidance for flood risk management : Guidance to support SEPA and the
responsible authorities. https://www.gov.scot/publications/guidance-support-sepa-responsible-authorities/pages/2/
2

www.jbagroup.co.uk
www.jbaconsulting.com
www.jbarisk.com
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2018s0343
Stonehaven Bay Coastal Flood Protection Study
Aberdeenshire Council
07 October 2019
Douglas Pender
Economic Appraisal Results

4 Benefit zones
As previously agreed, the study area has been divided in to three Benefit Zones (BZ),
with each undergoing a separate appraisal. Outcomes of these will then be considered
and combined into the most appropriate complete option for an FPS for the bay. For the
purposes of the economic assessment, it is assumed that the BZs are independent of
one another. Therefore, it is assumed that there is no residual risk of backdoor flooding
should the decision be taken not to progress with a scheme at any of the respective
benefit zones.
The BZs are shown in the figure below and described as: North, Central and Harbour.
The River Cowie sits within the Central BZ due to the primary flood risk mechanism
being associated with overtopping on the southern bank.

www.jbagroup.co.uk
www.jbaconsulting.com
www.jbarisk.com
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Stonehaven Bay Coastal Flood Protection Study
Aberdeenshire Council
07 October 2019
Douglas Pender
Economic Appraisal Results

5 Short-listed Options
The below sections provide a summary of the short-listed options for each Benefit
Zone. It was discussed previously that, given the risk, short-term measures will not be
included within the appraisal and will rather be a list of recommendations made to
Aberdeenshire Council. These will include:
1. Promotion and implementation of Property Flood Resilience across the bay;
2. Promotion of SEPA’s Flood Warning Alerts;
3. Repair and maintenance of existing defences;
4. Monitoring and maintaining beach levels.
Although there is no design standard required to receive government grant, options
have initially been developed and appraised for a 200-year standard of protection
(SoP). This aligns with the current planning guidance and will therefore allow for
additional wider benefits in terms of long-term regeneration of Stonehaven. Options
have also been tested against the 200-year SoP with an allowance for climate change
(CC) to help consider the long term needs for flood protection and to highlight the
implications of sea level rise on the defence designs.
5.1

North BZ
The below table outlines the agreed short-listed options for the North BZ, along with
the timescale over which they are applicable.
Option

SoP

Timescale

Sea Wall 1

200-year

Medium

Sea Wall 2

200-year + CC

Long

Rock Revetment 1

200-year

Medium

Rock Revetment 2

200-year + CC

Long

Beach Recharge 1

200-year

Medium

Beach Recharge 2

200-year + CC

Long

Raise Existing Walls

200-year

Medium*

*This is not considered a long-term option as it is limited to the residual life of the current defences

5.2

Central BZ
The below table outlines the agreed short-listed options for the Central BZ, along with
the timescale over which they are applicable.
Option

SoP

Timescale

Cowie Walls

200-year + CC

Long*

Sea Wall 1

200-year

Medium

Sea Wall 2

200-year + CC

Long

Beach Recharge 1

200-year

Medium

Beach Recharge 2

200-year + CC

Long

*Limited wave action in the Cowie means that the difference in present day and climate change designs
are such that there is no considerable benefit in an adaptive approach on the Cowie.

www.jbagroup.co.uk
www.jbaconsulting.com
www.jbarisk.com
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Harbour BZ
The below table outlines the agreed short-listed options for the Harbour BZ, along with
the timescale over which they are applicable.
Option

SoP

Timescale

North Rock (NR)

200-year + CC

Long

Inner Revetment (IR)

200-year + CC

Long

Inner Walls (IW)

200-year + CC

Long

South Rock (SR)

200-year + CC

Long

South MRL (MRL)

200-year + CC

Long

It should be noted that no medium terms options have been considered here for the
following reasons:
1. The profile required to achieve the 200-year + CC standard for the north rock
revetment is not sufficiently increased from the existing that it would benefit
from an adaptive approach.
2. The overtopping rates and depths in the inner harbour are such that the flood
risk may be adequately managed through PFR.
3. There is estimated to be 30 years’ residual life in the current structures which,
combined with PFR can manage risk in the short to medium term.
4. The levels required to achieve the 200-year + CC standard for the inner harbour
is not sufficiently increased from the existing profile that it would benefit from
an adaptive approach.
5.4

Engineering design drawings
Engineering design drawings were provided for the above short list options indicating a
general arrangement, typical section, engineering materials and key structure
dimensions. To simplify the appraisal process, drawings were combined where possible
indicating where adaptive approaches will be available, e.g. medium-term wall heights,
beach cross-sectional areas, etc.

6 Options appraisal approach
6.1

Concept
The appraisal has considered a combination of the above options to allow for the
appraisal in each benefit zone to be implemented with the aim of satisfying the
following concepts:
1. Demonstrate the business case for best use of the current defences until failure
then replace with CC allowance (delayed approach).
2. Demonstrate the business case for replacing the current defences now and
adapting to CC over the appraisal period (adaptive approach).
3. Demonstrate the business case for replacing the current defences now including
a CC allowance (precautionary approach).

www.jbagroup.co.uk
www.jbaconsulting.com
www.jbarisk.com
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The above satisfies the requirements of both Aberdeenshire Council and Scottish
Government and will allow for the most appropriate preferred option in the medium
and long-term to be identified and proposed for FPS funding.
6.2

North BZ
The below table outlines the options that have been appraised in the North BZ, along
with the timescale over which they are applicable; the approach; and the type of
capital investment required.
Option

Start

Mid

End

Approach

Investment

1

Sea wall 1

Sea wall 2

Sea wall 2

Adaptive

Upfront and delayed

2

Rock
Revetment 1

Rock
Revetment 2

Rock
Revetment 2

Adaptive

Upfront and delayed

3

Recharge 1

Recharge 2

Recharge 2

Adaptive

Upfront and delayed

4

Sea wall 2

Sea wall 2

Sea wall 2

Precautionary

Upfront

5

Rock
Revetment 2

Rock
Revetment 2

Rock
Revetment 2

Precautionary

Upfront

6

Raise Wall

Sea wall 2

Sea wall 2

Adaptive

Upfront and delayed

7

Raise Wall

Rock
Revetment 2

Rock
Revetment 2

Adaptive

Upfront and delayed

8

Raise Wall

Recharge 2

Recharge 2

Adaptive

Upfront and delayed

9*

Raise Wall

NA

NA

Non-compliant

Upfront

*Option 9 has been considered to demonstrate to AC the potential benefit of adapting the current
defences in the medium-term. This will be assessed over the residual life of the defences and is may not
be suitable for government grant in isolation. It will provide an assessment of the benefit in investing now
should the FPS process be delayed, or the scheme not be prioritised in the next cycle.

6.3

Central BZ
The below table outlines the options that have been appraised in the Central BZ, along
with the timescale over which they are applicable; the approach; and the type capital
investment required.
Option

Start

Mid

End

Approach

Investment

1

Sea wall 1 and
Cowie Walls

Sea wall 2 and
Cowie Walls

Sea wall 2 and
Cowie Walls

Adaptive

Upfront and delayed

2

Recharge 1 and
Cowie Walls

Recharge 2 and
Cowie Walls

Recharge 2 and
Cowie Walls

Adaptive

Upfront and delayed

3

Sea wall 2 and
Cowie Walls

Sea wall 2

Sea wall 2

Precautionary

Upfront

4

Recharge 2 and
Cowie Walls

Rock
Revetment 2

Rock
Revetment 2

Precautionary

Upfront

5*

Recharge 1

NA

NA

Non-compliant

Upfront

*Option 5 will be considered to demonstrate to AC the potential benefit of working with the current
defences in the medium-term. This will be assessed over the residual life of the defences and is may not
be suitable for government grant in isolation. It will provide an assessment of the benefit in investing now
should the FPS process be delayed, or the scheme not be prioritised in the next cycle.

www.jbagroup.co.uk
www.jbaconsulting.com
www.jbarisk.com
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Harbour BZ
The below table outlines the options that have been appraised in the Harbour BZ, along
with the timescale over which they are applicable; the approach; and the type capital
investment required.
Option

Start

Mid

End

Approach

Investment

1

NR + IR + SR

NR + IR +SR

NR + IR +SR

Precautionary

Upfront

2

NR + IW +SR

NR + IW +SR

NR + IW +SR

Precautionary

Upfront

3

NR + IR +MRL

NR + IR +MRL

NR + IR +MRL

Precautionary

Upfront

4

NR + IW +MRL

NR + IW +MRL

NR + IW +MRL

Precautionary

Upfront

5*

NR + PFR

NR + Best 1-3

NR + Best 1-3

Adaptive

Upfront and delayed

6**

PFR

NR + Best 1-3

NR + Best 1-3

Adaptive

Upfront and delayed

7

PFR

NA

NA

Non-compliant

Upfront

NR = North Revetment; IR = Inner Revetment; SR = South Revetment; IW = Inner Wall; MRL =
Managed Realignment
*Option 5 will accept that the risk to the inner and southern harbour can be managed through PFR and the
existing defence condition in the medium-term.
** Given the lack of damages in the harbour, Option 6 will manage the risk in the medium-term through
PFR and test the benefit of delaying all capital investment until year 30 in the appraisal period.

6.5

Approach summary and considerations
The table below provides a summary of the approach, demonstrating compliance with
the requirements of Aberdeenshire Council and Scottish Government.
Benefit Zone

Medium-term
Option

Long-term Option

Adaptive
approach

Precautionary
approach

North

✓

✓

✓

✓

Central

✓

✓

✓

✓

Harbour

✓

✓

✓

✓

Upon completion of the appraisal process a preferred option for SEPA prioritisation
must be presented. This will require the following additional considerations:
1. The implications of an adaptive approach in terms of availability/guarantee of
delayed capital investment;
2. The implications of having an adaptive approach that only includes upfront
capital investment to improve the existing defences / beach;
3. Providing a balance between public perception of future risk and the visual
impact of implementing a precautionary design;
4. The requirement to have a consistent investment strategy and design standard
across the study area.
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7 Options costs
Costs of construction for the options have been developed from the JBA design
drawings by McLaughlin Harvey; the principal contractor for the River Carron FPS.
Contractor derived costs give more confidence in the overall total, particularly the
mobilisation and construction components.
Outcomes from these have been used to develop unit costs for each option, which are
then applied across the length of frontage being considered.
In addition to the construction costs, the following uplifts are applied:
•

•

On-costs – 19% of construction costs to account for:
o

Designer fees

o

Aberdeenshire Council staff costs

o

Contract supervision

o

Cost consultants fee

o

Legal costs

o

Land purchase

Optimism bias – 60% to account for concept design stage

For each option, maintenance costs were estimated using Environment Agency
databases3. The costs used assume efforts are made to maintain assets at condition
grade 2 (Good) using the grading system described in the Environment Agency's asset
condition assessment manual4. Higher estimates have been used to account for the fact
the defences will suffer direct wave loading.
Whole life (present value) costs have been estimated based on the above
enabling, capital and maintenance costs. The following assumptions have been
made:
•

The life span of the scheme and appraisal period is 100 years.

•

Discounting of costs are based on the standard Treasury discount rates as
recommended by the 2018 revision to the HM Green Book.

•

Initial capital costs are assumed to occur in year 0.

•

Delayed and adaptive costs are assumed to occur in year 30 (residual life of the
majority of existing defences).

8 Flood damages
Flood damages have been estimated using the best practice approach outlined in the
Multi-Coloured Manual5 (MCM) using 2017 depth damage curves, uplifted to 2018. It
includes quantification of the economic costs associated with:
•

Direct property damages

•

Indirect property damages

•

Intangible damages including increased vulnerability

3

Appendix B Maintenance Standards – SC060078 FRCM Assets: Deterioration Modelling and WLC Analysis
Condition Assessment Manual (CAM) (Environment Agency, 2012)
5
Penning-Rowsell el al., 2013. Flood and Coastal Erosion Risk Management – A Manual for Economic Appraisal
4
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•

Risk to life

•

Recreational losses

Flood damages will increase over time in response to rising sea levels and this has
explicitly been accounted for in the analysis. Annual Average Damages (AAD) have been
estimated using the modelled results for 2018 and 2118 and interpolated linearly through
the appraisal period.
The table below shows a breakdown of AAD and the total present value damages (PVD)
for each benefit zone, and the study area. The figures demonstrate the breakdown in
AAD for each BZ and the contribution of each BZ to the total.
A total PVD £25 million is estimated for the entire study area, based on a 100-year
appraisal period.
Benefit Zone

2018 AAD (£k)

2118 AAD (£k)

Total PvD (£k)

Harbour

£50

£93

£1,836

Central

£233

£927

£12,595

North

£225

£798

£11,360

All

£508

£1,817

£25,791

Recreational losses have been estimated based on a “Willingness to Pay” approach.
From this, it is estimated that an additional £2.5 million of benefit can be achieved by
investing in an FPS to protect the frontage.
This has been divided evenly across each BZ along with the following assumptions for
realisation of the benefit.
•

100% can be claimed for the Recharge option
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•

90% can be claimed for Sea Wall options

•

80% can be claimed for Rock Armour options

This is based on the feedback from the public and stakeholders as to how much they
believed these options would affect the “attractiveness” of the frontage.

9 Economic analysis
9.1

North Benefit Zone
The options outlined in the tables in Section 6.2 were appraised in order to establish
their economic viability. The table below provides a summary of the options, with the
subsequent tables outlining the results from the appraisal.
Option

Name

Description

1

Do Minimum

Continue with current maintenance and reactive repairs of
defences

2

Wall Adaptive

New sea wall constructed present day and adapted (year 30) in
response to climate change

3

Rock Adaptive

New rock revetment constructed present day and adapted (year
30) in response to climate change

4

Recharge Adaptive

New recharge scheme constructed present day and adapted in
response to climate change

5

Wall Precautionary

New sea wall constructed present day that includes 2118 climate
change allowance

6

Rock Precautionary

New rock revetment constructed present day that includes 2118
climate change allowance
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7

Wall Delayed

Existing walls raised and new sea wall constructed (with climate
change allowance) in year 30

8

Rock Delayed

Existing walls raised and new rock revetment constructed (with
climate change allowance) in year 30

9

Recharge Delayed

Existing walls raised and new recharge scheme constructed (with
climate change allowance) in year 30

10

Wall Raise

Existing walls raised until design life is exceeded - 30 year
appraisal only

The results from this analysis are presented in the table below, with the economically
viable options highlighted in green.
Option

Name

PV Costs (£k)

PV Benefits (£k)

BCR

2

Wall Adaptive

12,022

11,583

0.96

3

Rock Adaptive

13,479

11,498

0.85

4

Recharge Adaptive

34,386

11,667

0.34

5

Wall Precautionary

13,533

11,739

0.87

6

Rock Precautionary

14,414

11,655

0.81

7

Wall Delayed

6,898

11,583

1.68

8

Rock Delayed

7,212

11,498

1.59

9

Recharge Delayed

17,131

11,667

0.68

10

Wall Raise

2,076

5,597

2.70

From the results presented above, only the delayed investment in new structures
achieve BCR > 1. All options that consider a new structure in year 0 are shown to be
not economically viable. Of the delayed investment options, construction of a new rock
sea wall in year 30 is shown to give the highest BCR (1.68).
The medium-term option of only wall raising for 30 years has the highest BCR (2.70)
and demonstrates the case for immediate investment in some form.
9.2

Central Benefit Zone
The options outlined in the tables in Section 6.3 were appraised in order to establish
their economic viability. The table below provides a summary of the options, with the
subsequent tables outlining the results from the appraisal.
It should be noted that, for any options to achieve a BCR > 1.0, investment in new
defences along Cowie must be delayed to year 30. In the medium-term the residual
risk here will either have to be accepted or managed through PFR.
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Option

Name

Description

1

Do Minimum

Continue with current maintenance and reactive repairs of
defences

2

Wall Adaptive + Cowie Walls

New sea wall constructed present day and adapted (year
30) in response to climate change. New walls along River
Cowie in year 30.

3

Wall Precautionary + Cowie
Walls

New sea wall constructed present day that includes 2118
climate change allowance. New walls along River Cowie in
year 30

4

Recharge Adaptive + Cowie
Walls

New recharge scheme constructed present day and adapted
in response to climate change. New walls along River Cowie
year 30.

5

Recharge medium-term

New recharge scheme implemented until the life of
structures in the north is exceeded - 30 year appraisal only

The results from this analysis are presented in the table below, with the economically
viable options highlighted in green.
Option

Name

PV Costs (£k)

PV Benefits
(£k)

BCR

2

Wall Adaptive + Cowie Walls

12,740

12,675

0.99

3

Wall Precautionary + Cowie
Walls

14,362

12,976

0.90

4

Recharge Adaptive + Cowie
Walls

12,468

12,759

1.02

5

Recharge medium-term

7,601

6,056

0.80

From the results presented above, only the beach recharge is economically viable with
a BCR > 1 (1.02). All options that consider a new structure in year 0 are shown to be
not economically viable.
For the sea wall it is shown that there is no significant economic benefit in adapting the
design over the appraisal period.
Unlike the North BZ, the medium-term option of only recharging for 30 years is shown
not to be cost effective (BCR = 0.8).
9.3

Harbour Benefit Zone
The options outlined in the tables in Section 6.4 were appraised in order to establish
their economic viability. The table below provides a summary of the options, with the
subsequent tables outlining the results from the appraisal.
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Option

Name

Description

1

Do Minimum

Continue with current maintenance and reactive repairs of
defences

2

North Rock + Inner
Revetment + South
Rock

New rock revetments (north and south) and stepped revetment
(inner) constructed present day that includes 2118 climate
change allowance

3

North Rock + Inner
Wall + South Rock

New rock revetments (north and south) and wall (inner)
constructed present day that includes 2118 climate change
allowance

4

North Rock + Inner
Revetment + South
MRL

New rock revetment (north), stepped revetment (inner), and
managed realignment (south) constructed present day that
includes 2118 climate change allowance

5

North Rock + Inner
Wall + South MRL

New rock revetment (north), wall (inner), and managed
realignment (south) constructed present day that includes 2118
climate change allowance

6

PFR + North Rock +
Delayed Inner
Revetment + South
MRL

PFR and rock revetment (north) implemented present day with
new stepped revetment (inner), and managed realignment
(south) constructed in year 30 with a climate change allowance

7

PFR + Delayed North
Rock + Inner
Revetment + South
MRL

PFR implemented present day with new rock revetment (north),
stepped revetment (inner), and managed realignment (south)
constructed in year 30 with a climate change allowance

8

PFR - 30 years

PFR resilience implemented present day – 30-year appraisal
period only

The results from this analysis are presented in the table below, with the economically
viable options highlighted in green.
Option

Name

PV Costs
(£k)

PV Benefits
(£k)

BCR

2

North Rock + Inner Revetment + South
Rock

10,506

2,650

0.25

3

North Rock + Inner Wall + South Rock

13,766

2,565

0.19

4

North Rock + Inner Revetment + South
MRL

8,202

2,650

0.32

5

North Rock + Inner Wall + South MRL

11,462

2,565

0.22

6

PFR + North Rock + Delayed Inner
Revetment + South MRL

5,734

2,650

0.46

7

PFR + Delayed North Rock + Inner
Revetment + South MRL

3,381

2,301

0.68

8

PFR - 30 years

442

1,084

2.45

From the results presented above, all the new structural options fail to achieve a BCR
> 1. This is the case regardless of whether investment is delayed or not.
The medium-term option of only considering PFR for 30 years has the highest BCR
(2.45) and demonstrates the case for immediate investment in some form.
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Despite having a BCR < 1, options 6 and 7 have the highest BCR of the structural
options considered, and as such have been taken forward; this ensures that there are
medium and long term options for the full study extent considered within the
combinations below.
9.4

Combination
Upon analysis of the individual BZ results, the most economically viable were taken
forward to assess as options across the entire bay. Options considered are:
•

North 7 – Wall raise and delayed new sea wall

•

North 8 – Wall raise and delayed new rock revetment

•

North 9 – Wall raise and delayed beach recharge

•

Central 4 – Adaptive recharge

•

Harbour 6 – PFR and north rock armour; with delayed inner revetment and
south MRL

•

Harbour 7 – PFR and delayed north rock armour, inner revetment and south
MRL

In addition to these, a Medium-term option (30-year) was appraised. This combines:
•

North 5 - Wall raising

•

Central 4 – Recharge

•

Harbour 8 - PFR

The aim of this is to support the case for long-term investment through an adaptive
approach by highlighting the immediate short to medium-term benefit.
The table below provides a summary of the options, with the subsequent tables
outlining the results from the appraisal.
Name

Description

Do Minimum

Continue with current maintenance and reactive repairs of defences

North 7 + Central 4 +
Harbour 7

Wall raise and new wall in year 30 - North
Adaptive recharge - Central
PFR and new rock revetment (north), stepped revetment (inner) and MRL
(south) in year 30 - Harbour
Wall raise and new rock revetment in year 30 - North
Adaptive recharge - Central
PFR and new rock revetment (north), stepped revetment (inner) and MRL
(south) in year 30 - Harbour
Wall raise and new recharge in year 30 - North
Adaptive recharge - Central
PFR and new rock revetment (north), stepped revetment (inner) and MRL
(south) in year 30 - Harbour
Wall raise and new wall in year 30 - North
Adaptive recharge - Central
Rock revetment (north) year 0; stepped revetment (inner) and MRL (south) in year 30 Harbour
Wall raise and new rock revetment in year 30 - North
Adaptive recharge - Central

North 8 + Central 4 +
Harbour 7
North 9 + Central 4 +
Harbour 7
North 7 + Central 4 +
Harbour 6
North 8 + Central 4 +
Harbour 6
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Rock revetment (north) year 0; stepped revetment (inner) and MRL (south) in year 30 Harbour
North 9 + Central 4 +
Harbour 6
North 10 + Central 5
+ Harbour 8 (30years)
North 7 + Central 4

Wall raise and new recharge in year 30 - North
Adaptive recharge - Central
Rock revetment (north) year 0; stepped revetment (inner) and MRL (south) in year 30 Harbour
Wall raise - North
Recharge - Central
PFR - Harbour
Wall raise and new wall in year 30 - North
Adaptive recharge – Central
Do Minimum - Harbour

The results from this analysis are presented in the tables below, with the economically
viable options highlighted in green.
Name

PV Costs (£k)

PV Benefits (£k)

BCR

North 7 + Central 4 + Harbour 7

22,748

26,643

1.17

North 8 + Central 4 + Harbour 7

23,062

26,559

1.15

North 9 + Central 4 + Harbour 7

32,980

26,727

0.81

North 7 + Central 4 + Harbour 6

25,101

26,991

1.08

North 8 + Central 4 + Harbour 6

25,415

26,907

1.06

North 9 + Central 4 + Harbour 6

35,334

27,075

0.77

North 10 + Central 5 + Harbour 8
(30-years)

10,120

12,737

1.26

North 7 + Harbour 4

19,367

27,018

1.40

From the results presented above all combinations are economically viable, achieving
BCR > 1.
Of these, adapting to a rock armour revetment in the north in year 30 is shown to be
the most cost beneficial (BCR = 1.17).
A higher BCR can be achieved by managing all flood risk in the harbour BZ with PFR
until year 30.
The medium-term option of only considering a 30-year appraisal period has the highest
BCR (1.26) and demonstrates the case for immediate investment in some form.
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10 Summary
The results and analysis summarised in this document have demonstrated how the
short-listed options have been developed and appraised for Stonehaven Bay. It has
shown how these comply with the requirements of both Aberdeenshire Council and
Scottish Government.
The following have been provided to support the results and analysis provided in this
document:
•

AKI-JBAU-00-00-FN-HM-0007-S3-P01-Public_consultation_feedback_June_2019.pdf

•

AKI-JBAU-00-00-TN-C-0006-S3-P02-SFAG_response_Sept19.pdf

10.1 Preferred option
Results demonstrate the most economically viable approach is to implement an
adaptive approach to flood and erosion risk management which can be summarised as
follows for each benefit zone.
•

North – Improve the existing defences immediately and adapt to a new sea
wall when the residual life is exceeded;

•

Central – Implement an adaptive beach recharge scheme immediately and
replace Cowie defences in year 30;

•

Harbour – Manage the medium-term risk through PFR and construct new
defences when the residual life of the current defences is exceeded (year 30).

Should this be progressed forward as an FPS in the next Scottish Government funding
cycle, this would result in the following schedule of works.
Location

Year 0

Year 30

Additional

Maintenance

North

Raise existing wall

New sea wall

-

Annual maintenance
of sea walls

Central

Raise existing wall
and new recharge
scheme including
control structures

New walls along
Cowie tidal reach

Adapt recharge
volume over time to
meet end of period
design life. 4
instalments every 20
years

Annual maintenance
of wall, control
structures and
beach. 5 yearly
recharge to offset
sediment losses.

Harbour

PFR

New rock revetment
at harbour carpark;
new stepped
revetment in inner
harbour; managed
realignment of south
harbour

-

Annual maintenance
of PFR and new
structures

The above option provides a 1 in 200 year standard of protection whilst also adapting
to the impact of climate change in an optimised way; in that expenditure on flood
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defences is applied when it is needed rather than up-front. This has two key benefits –
upfront cost savings, and time to manage or offset the potential negative impacts of
raised defences in Stonehaven.
10.2 Preferred option costs
The present value cost of the preferred option has been estimated to be £22.7
million, including a 60% optimism bias. This is broken down as follows:
•

North - £6.9 million

•

Central - £12.4 million

•

Harbour - £3.4 million

In terms of overall cash contributions required, this is estimated to be £56 million
over the 100-year appraisal period. Much of this spend is delayed until after the
residual life of the existing structures (year 30).
The figure below provides a breakdown of the cumulative cash contributions for the
preferred option over the 100-year appraisal period.

Although the Scottish Government guidance promotes and adaptive approach, at the
time of writing there is not definitive information as to how such FPS will be funded.
There is therefore the risk that the full spend required for the preferred option may not
be met through Government grant.
Should only the year 0 costs receive grant, £9.5 million would be eligible which,
assuming the same contribution as the first cycle, would mean £7.6 million of
Government investment.
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10.3 Preferred option benefits
As discussed previously, the primary form of benefit of the scheme is in the way of
providing flood protection to residents and businesses within Stonehaven.
In addition, it is proposed that the following additional benefits will be realised:
•

Public health and well-being.

•

Support of shorefront development and re-development opportunities through
the provision of a 200-year standard of protection.

•

Recreational and tourism benefits by enhancing the central portion of the beach

•

Recreational and tourism benefits through minimising adverse short-term
impact of new structures.

•

Construction of significant new defence structures is delayed until the residual
life of the existing structures are exceeded. This provides Aberdeenshire
Council with valuable time to mitigate some of the public perceptions of the
FPS.

•

The delayed investment in future defences makes the scheme adaptable to the
uncertainty surrounding climate change and sea level rise projections.

In total the PV estimates of these are estimated to be £26.6 million, resulting in a
BCR of 1.17.
10.4 Additional considerations
The uncertainty in the funding mechanism for adaptive schemes mean that there is a
risk that the required contribution is not met by Scottish Government over the lifetime
of the scheme. To demonstrate the case for immediate investment a 30-year appraisal
was also conducted. The schedule of works is provided below with the appraisal results
demonstrating the immediate need for investment with a BCR = 1.24.
This demonstrates that the scheme is viable based on the immediate and shorter-term
risk, and does not solely rely on the uncertainty surrounding sea level rise over a 100year appraisal period.
Location

Year 0

Additional

Maintenance

North

Raise existing wall

-

Annual maintenance of sea
walls

Central

Raise existing wall and new
recharge scheme including
control structures

Adapt recharge volume over
time to meet end of period
design life. 1 instalments at
20 years

Annual maintenance of wall,
control structures and beach.
5 yearly recharge to offset
sediment losses.

Harbour

PFR

-

Annual maintenance of PFR
and new structures

The individual BZ appraisals conducted demonstrated that no option results in an
economic case for investment in the harbour. Should the harbour be removed from
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the business case and future FPS, the overall BCR increases to 1.40, over a 100-year
appraisal period.
If it should come down to maximising the BCR to provide the best chance for
prioritisation, removal of the harbour from the analysis could be considered.
10.5 Stakeholder and public engagement
Two public consultations were undertaken as part of the study. These were:
1. 7th November 2018 at Mackie Academy – Presentation of long-listed options
2. 13th June 2019 at Stonehaven Town Hall – Presentation of short-listed options
Formal feedback for the second meeting was collated and is provide in Appendix A.
The Stonehaven Flood Action Group (SFAG) also provided a formal response to the
proposals which outlined their objections to the proposals put forward by
Aberdeenshire Council and JBA Consulting. These are summarised as:
•

The raising of the promenade behind the defences will have significant impact
on the seafront residents, with users being able to look directly into properties.

•

The promenade raising would exacerbate surface water flood risk, allowing
ponding against boundary walls. The design drawings showed no detail of
drainage arrangements.

•

The design for the new defences is based on the most exposed conditions with
no consideration given to the area sheltered by the Brachans, which could
potentially have a lower rear wall.

•

No consideration has been given to the offshore attenuation of wave energy
with the aim of reducing defence heights.

•

The design drawings showed that the proposed defences would extend across
the entire Central zone and there was no separate consideration for the area
south of the Carron.

In response, a further engagement meeting with the SFAG was undertaken to further
explain the design process and clarify the stage in the FPS process at which this study
relates. The formal response is provided in Appendix B.
It has been agreed with Aberdeenshire Council that the concerns related to future
design phases and the most effective way to manage and incorporate this feedback at
this stage is through alterations to the design drawings; and recommendations in the
final reporting. The following items will be recommendations will be made:
1. Northern BZ:
a. Consideration will be given to reducing the design standard along the
main promenade to minimise intrusion on sea front views
b. Consideration will be given to the best use of the beach as part of the
defence to minimise new wall crest elevations. This will allow effective
transition to the recharge scheme in the Central BZ.
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2. Central BZ:
a. Further consideration should be given as how to optimise the height of
the rear wall including: o Provision of an offshore reef to attenuate wave
energy i.e. extensions of the Brachans rock platform
i. Effective use of fishtail groynes to both retain sediment and
reduce wave action in the most exposed locations
ii. A detailed wave assessment along the entire front to allow for the
wall height be optimised and vary depending on exposure
b. The appropriate level of the rear promenade will be determined after
undertaking a detailed survey of the services and design of required
drainage system.
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Appendix 2
Briefing Note Prepared By:

Gavin Penman, Projects Manager

Subject:

Background to Flood Protection Studies

1.

Legislative background

1.1

Under the Flood Risk Management (Scotland) Act 2009, there is a strategic
framework for considering appropriate mechanisms to manage flood risk. Flood
Risk Management Strategies have been developed to reduce the devastating and
costly impact of flooding in Scotland. They coordinate the efforts of all
organisations that tackle flooding. These Strategies focus the work of these
organisations to where the risk of flooding and benefits of investment are greatest.

1.2

As Lead Local Authority for the North East Region, Aberdeenshire Council has
published the Local Flood Risk Management Plan 2016 – 2022, which was
approved by Infrastructure Services Committee at the meeting of 12 May 2016.
The Local Flood Risk Management Plan presents a summary of the objectives
and actions contained within SEPA’s Flood Risk Management Strategy. The Plan
also contains an element of how the measures will be implemented, as well as
timescales for delivery, funding arrangements and details of partnership working
to deliver these measures.

2.

What is a Flood Protection Study?

2.1

Flood Protection Studies apply to situations where the strategic appraisal has
indicated that an action, or group of actions, is likely to address the flooding
problem and that initial assessments of technical, economic and environmental
feasibility have indicated it is worth progressing to a detailed study.

2.2

Flood Protection Studies aim to better assess current flood risks in the community
by:





2.3

undertaking a review of past flood events;
generating updated and detailed flood maps;
determining the likely risk to different properties;
and to propose a set of mitigation measures to reduce the flood risk to an
acceptable level.

The hydraulic models developed during the studies form a basis for assessing
future flood levels, flood mitigation options, detailed design of schemes and the
costs to deliver them. The process for selecting flood mitigation options involves
assessing a wide range of possible measures and narrowing those down to a
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3.

short list. This process considers whether the options are technically,
environmentally and socially acceptable.
What is a return period?

3.1

The probability that events such as floods will occur is often expressed as a return
period. The inverse of probability (generally expressed in %), it gives the average
estimated time between events of a similar size or intensity.

3.2

For example, the return period of a flood might be 100 years; otherwise
expressed as its probability of occurring being 1/100, or 1% in any one year. This
does not mean that if a flood with such a return period occurs, then the next will
occur in about one hundred years' time. It means that, in any given year, there is
a 1% chance that it will happen, regardless of when the last similar event was.

3.3

All flood protection structures are designed to be effective up to a specified flood
likelihood (Standard of Protection). For events beyond this standard, flooding will
occur. The chosen Standard of Protection will determine the required defence
height and / or capacity.

4.

Appraisal of options to reduce flood risk

4.1

Appraisal is the process of defining objectives, examining options and weighing
up the costs, benefits, risks and uncertainties. All Flood Protection Studies follow
the nationally recognised Flood and Coastal Erosion Risk Management: A Manual
for Economic Appraisal, otherwise known as the “Multi-Coloured Manual”.

4.2

For each study a list of potential options is assessed against a number of critical
success factors, such as:
a) Options whether in isolation or combination must reduce flood risk providing
an appropriate level of protection to people, property, business, community
assets and natural environment.
b) Options must be technically appropriate and feasible.
c) Options should help to deliver sustainable flood risk management (e.g. help
contribute to amenity and urban regeneration, improve the environment and
biodiversity and improve or reduce existing maintenance regimes).
d) Options should not have insurmountable constraints (e.g. land ownership,
health and safety or environmental protection constraints).
e) Options should represent best value for money and minimise the maintenance
burden and costs as much as possible.
f) Desirable Benefit Cost Ratio (BCR)
g) Should incorporate National, Regional and Local agendas/objectives.
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4.3

In order to select the most sustainable option, decisions are made based on the
appraisal which considers the economic, social and environmental impacts, whole
life cost, and risk and uncertainty. The following questions are considered in this
comparison and selection:


Does the option meet the objectives?



Does the option represent best value for money?



Does the option deliver multiple benefits? What are the adverse impacts?



What are the uncertainties in the appraisal? What are the risks of
implementation?

4.4

The fundamental consideration for any option is the benefit cost ratio (BCR). The
BCR is a measure of the overall value for money of an action or project. It is
expressed as the ratio of benefits to costs (both expressed as present value
monetary values).

5.

Flood Damages (Benefits)

5.1

Flood damages are categorised as direct or indirect i.e. as a result of the flood
water itself, or subsequent related effects. Damage to buildings and contents
caused by flood water are an example of direct damages, whilst loss of industrial
production, travel disruption or stress and anxiety are indirect. Some damages
can be quantified in monetary terms, and others can only be described.

5.2

The potential damages avoided by implementation of a flood risk management
action are commonly referred to as the benefits of that action. When comparing
the effectiveness of different actions, it is useful to consider estimated damages
and damages avoided across the lifespan of the action. Within the Flood RM
Strategies, a 100-year appraisal period has been used as standard. This allows
costs, damages and benefits across this time frame to be compared in present
value terms.

6.

Flood Protection Scheme Costs
Whole life costs are typically compiled from the following four key cost categories:
a) Enabling costs. These costs relate to the next stage of appraisal, design, site
investigation, consultation, planning and procurement of contractors.
b) Capital costs. These costs relate to the construction of the flood mitigation
measures and include all relevant costs such as project management,
construction and materials, licences, administration, supervision and land
purchase costs (if relevant).
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c) Operation and maintenance costs. Maintenance of assets is essential to
ensure that the assets remain fit for purpose and to limit asset deterioration.
Costs may include inspections, maintenance and intermittent asset
repairs/replacement.
d) End of life replacement or decommissioning costs. These costs are only
required when the design life of assets is less than the appraisal period. Most
assets are likely to have a design life in excess of the 100 year financial period
but Property Level Protection (PLP) is expected to have a 25 year design life
so this has been included in the cost estimate for PLP.
7.

Benefit / Cost Ratio (BCR)

7.1

A ratio of greater than 1.0 indicates that the economic benefits associated with an
action are greater than the economic costs of implementation; therefore, this is
taken as the threshold of economic viability. Projects are only economically
viable if the benefits exceed the costs (i.e. the ratio of benefits to costs is
greater than 1.0).

7.2

Where benefits marginally exceed costs, there is often high uncertainty as to
whether an option is justified, because only a small change or error in either the
benefits or costs would tilt the balance the other way. So, when comparing a “do
something” option to the baseline option, confidence is needed that a “do
something” option is clearly preferable.

8.

Financial uncertainties with Flood Protection Studies

8.1

One of the greatest uncertainties with any civil engineering project is unknown
ground conditions. Building and construction case records show that unforeseen
ground conditions are often the cause of large cost and time overruns. Ground
conditions can only be reliably established by undertaking intrusive site
investigation, which includes undertaking trial excavations and drilling boreholes.
Site investigation work for detailed design is expensive and generally will not be
undertaken until further funding is confirmed.

8.2

Risks associated with uncertainty in the detailed design/deliverability will be
inherent in the proposals submitted for prioritisation. An optimism bias1 (usually
60%) is included to account for this, however the variation between cost estimates
based on preferred options and the final design/tender cost can be significant.

1

https://www.gov.scot/publications/flood-risk-management-scotland-act-2009-flood-protection-schemesguidance/pages/7/
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2018s0343
Stonehaven Bay Coastal Flood Protection Study
Aberdeenshire Council
4 July 2019
Nicci Buckley
Public Consultation Feedback – June 2019

Introduction
This document collates the comments received during and following the public
consultation event held at Stonehaven Town Hall on 13 June 2019.
A number of individual responses were received as well as a formal response from
Stonehaven Flood Action Group (SFAG).

2

Questionnaire feedback
Reponses to the questionnaire that was available during the public consultation event
are collated below. This includes the formal responses received from SFAG.

2.1

Do you have any comments on the short term options proposed?
•

In general, these proposals make good sense for mitigation of sea flooding
damage. I think complete and absolute protection is not obtainable because the
predictions of extreme high spring tides cannot be 100% reliable.

•

SFAG have long supported the introduction of property level flood defence by
the residents.

•

The historic sediment management that was undertaken on Stonehaven beach
involved material (shingle) being removed from the area around the estuary of
the river Cowie. This material was subsequently transported to a part of the
beach south of the river Carron. It should be remembered that the prevailing
natural movement of shingle along Stonehaven beach is from north to south.
Hence mechanical removal of shingle from the Cowie’s estuary effectively over
time reduced the volume of shingle which is in the area immediately south of
the Cowie estuary. It has been shown in previous studies, that a reduction in
shingle levels contributes to an increased risk of overtopping in that area. Over
the last few years sediment management has not been done by Aberdeenshire
Council. Residents have observed increased volumes of shingle in the area.
SFAG does not support the restarting of the historic sediment management
process. SFAG would welcome a more engineered approach to both maintaining
and increasing the volume of shingle that is present in the area immediately
south of the Cowie estuary. As an example, SFAG Option A from the prior
engagement session should be investigated. (i.e. An additional training wall on
the south bank of the river Cowie positioned parallel to the existing training wall
on the north bank.)
SFAG welcome the proposal for improved beach monitoring. The three previous
studies provided useful data. However, the frequency of study could be
improved; as to a more continual monitoring approach; this may be perhaps a
step to far. In order to provide constructive feedback, it is something that we
would welcome receiving more information about.
SFAG feel the introduction of the SEPA warning system is a major benefit to
residents. We welcome the promotion of this service.
SFAG are in favour of the continued repair and maintenance of the existing
defences that are along the coastline.

•

•
•
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2.2

Do you have any comments on the medium term option of raising the
existing defences to protect Cowie promenade and Cowie village?
•
•
•
•
•
•

2.3

2018s0343
Stonehaven Bay Coastal Flood Protection Study
Aberdeenshire Council
4 July 2019
Nicci Buckley
Public Consultation Feedback – June 2019

No need for any heightening of promenade break water. Remove all
shingle/rocks then waves will not come over. It is supposed to break the water
from the sea.
Look more at shingle management than raising the wall on the front.
Not happy with extending wall on promenade. Shingles used to be reduced
from wall.
This sounds good sense but the sight lines for all these residents will be
affected. This affect needs to be explained to the property owners by the use of
3D computer graphics.
Important to maintain a "useable" promenade for tourists and locals.
Presumably wildlife is protected and monitored?
Raising the seawalls has a considerable detrimental effect to the amenities of
the properties that are located behind them. A number of those residents
already have resilience measures and are familiar with the area in which they
live. While flooding can be quantified in terms of risk related probability terms
like Standard of Protection, (SoP), the effect of heightened walls is total and
irreversible to the both values of those properties and the loss of amenity to the
residents. SFAG request that the engineering analysis together with the cost
analysis for the previous options that were suggested in Feb 2019 are provided
and refer to SFAG option C. Offshore Rock Armour. i.e. As was applied in the
north section of Aberdeen beach.

Do you have an order of preference for the long term option for Cowie
promenade and Cowie village?
New sea wall

No

2

Sea wall with
rock armour

1

Beach
recharge

3

Yes
1

No
Yes

SFAG
preferred
option

•

Think all looks sensible - but I do not like Option 8 with the inclusion of rock
armour. This section of the beach is used recreationally. Rock armour is ugly
and dangerous to children/adults.

•

A new sea wall would completely block our view and reduce price of all houses
along the front which for the most part are occupied by elderly people.

•

What does beach recharge mean? If you mean spreading or addition of new
sediments to the beach for human amenity, then the Shire and the contractors
need to be mindful that the rocky shore is adjacent to the habitat of birds,
plants and animals. The whole ecology of the inter-tidal zone will be affected by
"beach recharge".

•

Beach recharge would appear to have least impact on residents/tourists?
However, protection is the main consideration is weighing up the options.
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2.4

2018s0343
Stonehaven Bay Coastal Flood Protection Study
Aberdeenshire Council
4 July 2019
Nicci Buckley
Public Consultation Feedback – June 2019

SFAG’s preferred solution is based around using the SFAG option C. In each of
the three options AC has asked for feedback on, we notice that the sea walls are
higher than present. This, from a resident‘s viewpoint, creates the most
problems and we feel it should be avoided.
SFAG believe there is a need to establish the limitations of the existing hard
coastal defences when beach recharge and rock armour defences are added. i.e.
no sea wall height changes. It is plausible that this scenario will not provide a
200 year with climate change SoP level. – if, so what would it provide?

For the central area, it is proposed that the wall is raised and the beach
is enlarged with control structures installed to keep the material in
place. The beach would be adapted over time to account for climate
change. Please provide any comments on this below:
•

Take back the stones on beach regularly as used to be done.

•

The circumspect comment above, concerning the adverse affect on living
organisms, re beach enlargement applies. What does "adaptation of the beach"
mean? This is vague and the relation to climate change with increasing sea
temperatures needs to be explained and communicated.

•

As long as the aesthetic aspects of the design were strong, this seems like a
good solution. Beach access would need to be considered as this is a vital
recreation area.

•

By comparison with the drawings shown on 13th June, the proposal is for a 1
metre concrete height addition to the existing sea wall and while not mentioned
in the question the level of the promenade path would also be raised by 1
metre. This would have an unacceptable impact on the properties and residents
living along the sea front.
Prior to 13th June AC shared with SFAG the Economic Appraisal Results, for
each of the three sections of the bay and the variety of options which were
shortlisted. Unlike the North and Harbour areas, the information presented for
the Central area varies between what is given in the results and what was
presented in the poster session on 13th June. As examples, in the analysis
option 5 (Recharge in medium term) clearly states uses the “current defences”.
By contrast option 5 in the posters while also titled recharge in the medium
term, states the existing sea wall and promenade will be raised. The rest of the
data for that specific row in the table is comparable to that shown in the
Economic Appraisal Results.
If nothing else there is an inconsistency. Moreover from the addition of the work
along the banks of the river Cowie, options 4 and 5 that were presented on 13th
June appear to be the same. It is felt the differences between these options
require a clearer explanation. It is further compounded by the fact that several
members of the SFAG who read the Economic Appraisal Results all understood
option 4 as using the existing seawall and promenade height levels.
SFAG would like to know what the capability of the existing seawall together
with recharge, groynes and rock armour is.

•

•

•
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2.5

In the long term, the walls along the banks of the Cowie Water will
need to be raised to account for climate change. Please provide any
comments on this below:
•

The view and amenity of residents in Hanover Court and the adjoining
properties bordering the River Cowie will be affected and this needs to be
communicated and explained with computer graphics and visual aids.

•

My family have owned property at The Bridge of Cowie for 70 years. The design
looks like an improvement! I have concerns about condition of iron piles in
existing structure. When the river is scoured, the bottom is sometimes visible.

•

This question seems somewhat to be at odds with the data presented in Nov
2018 and included within the Interim Modelling Report published during Jan
2019. In those the flooding seen along the banks of river Cowie all directly
occurred due to overtopping at the coast. i.e. not from the banks of the river. In
addition, the flooding of the properties along the river’s banks which occurred in
Dec 2012 was due to overtopping at the seawalls.
However, we do understand that the unprotected steel piling along those banks
of the river Cowie will deteriorate through time and in future there could be a
need to reconstruct the section with, for example, the approach shown in the
posters. Not that the capacity along that specific stretch of the Cowie river has
been an issue, it follows that by narrowing the channel the wall heights have to
be increased to maintain the existing capacity.

•

2.6
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In the harbour, the options presented include property flood resistance
and resillience measures, a new rock armour revetment to the north of
the harbour, a new sloped revetment in the inner harbour and managed
realignment to the south of the harbour. Please provide any comments
on these options below:
•

No options apart from purchase a gate. During storms stay at home as
shorehead will be closed. Not enough homes at risk worth any investment.
More interested in protecting Scottish Water plant and SCI both businesses and
not homeowners.

•

These proposals sound sensible and practical but all plans need to respect the
conserved status of the buildings and properties in this historic harbour area.

•

The variety of and locations for these different options in the harbour area
makes overall comments hard to make. It is further compounded by the
information presented in the posters. e.g. within the Harbour Benefit Zone,
Option 7 states “construct new sea wall and raise promenade at Cowie Village
and Cowie Promenade”. We note that this has been amended in the posters
which are presently available as an enormous 170MB file download from the AC
website.
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3

Additional feedback

3.1

Comments
The SFAG response was submitted by the following people, with any additional
comments from individuals also noted here:
We do not want the seawall raised by 1 metre.
Since the flood of 2012 (7 years ago) our boundary wall
was replaced by a reinforced one which we feel would
make our property secure from flooding. We bought the
house because of the lovely sea view.
We agree wholeheartedly with the SFAG when they point
out it would be detrimental to residents and the
Stonehaven economy. We would not like to look out and
see a brick wall which would definitely give a prison like
appearance to our property.
As a resident of the sea front I am strongly opposed to
the Council’s scheme to make the wall and walkway
higher as this would have a very detrimental effect on
house prices in that area, not to mention the effect it
would have to the people who would have no view
whatsoever and feel like they were closed in.

1

-

2

Michelle Abernethy

3

Julie Adam

4

Kenny Addison

5

L Addison

We would like the sea wall to be left the way it is. If you
put it higher it will spoil our sea view.

6

Clark Alexander

I totally agree with the SFAG views. The raising of the
sea wall and promenade by a metre would be absolutely
devastating for me. I moved her 18 months ago, to
enjoy my retirement by the sea. The main reason that I
bought my flat was that I could sit in my living room and
look out to the sea. If the wall was raised I would see
nothing but a concrete wall! I could not live here with
that scenario, it would affect my mental health and
wellbeing, I would have to sell up. Please, please do not
build the wall!

7

Heather Anstock

The idea of raising the sea wall and promenade in front
of our flat in Turner's Court is preposterous. It will ruin
the view, damage the property value and make the flat
feel like a prison.

I do not agree with the proposal of erecting a sea wall,
this would have a detrimental effect for residents,
commercial properties and tourists. Surely appropriate
sea defence would be sought from the likes of rock
amour prior to the destruction of Stonehaven's sea front.
We would like the sea wall to be left the way it is. If you
put it higher it will spoil our sea view.
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Elisabeth Banton

I support the flood group’s proposals. I do not want a
wall between me and the sea. I bought this flat a year
ago so that I could enjoy looking at the sea.
People did not go on holiday to see the Berlin wall, did
they? A tall wall would utterly destroy the holiday
atmosphere and ambience of Stonehaven – I am
horrified at the suggestion. I wish to thank ?? members
for all the work they do.

9

Garry Brindley

-

10

Sheena Busby

I agree raising of the wall and promenade would be a
bad option for residents and tourists alike so alternatives
should be considered. More time should also be allowed
for considering the various options.

11

Alfred Carnegie

I feel that as long as shingle is banked up no water gets
to overflow the wall as it is now.

12

Elizabeth Carnegie

-

13

Agnes Chalmers

If the breakwater is at the wall the flats nearest the sea
will be flooded. I am opposed to wall being heightened.
There was insufficient time to discuss a breakwater. The
proposal still leaves the flats possible flooding.

14

Lezley Clark

-

15

Ronald Cobb

I fully supportive of Stonehaven Flood Actions Group’s
Response to Consultation.

16

Dorothy Conlon

Do not want 1 metre concrete additional wall.

17

S Conlon

Do not want 1m concrete wall extension.

18

R Crabb

In total disagreement with the raising of the wall. This
would have a disastrous effect on the Stonehaven
community and have a physiological impact on the
residents who live along the front.

19

David Currie

-

20

Valerie Danson

As you can see from my address (Cowie Lane) I am very
concerned with the idea of raising the road level near our
houses and flats.

21
22

Earle & Jane
Davidson

We do not believe that additional sea wall is required as
the benefit does not outweigh costs and stress and will
create an unsightly sea frontage. We believe that rock
armour defence and beach recharge should be provided
as control structures.

23

Helen Davidson

-

24

Dennis Doherty

-

25

Margaret Doherty

-
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26
27
28
29

Lesley Duff, Beach
Apartment, Aunty
Bettys, Nicci Forbes

We absolutely agree strongly that the raising of the sea
wall will be highly detrimental to the businesses,
residents, visitors and tourists and an alternative
measure must be chosen. Stonehaven’s iconic bay must
be preserved and not hidden from the many people who
visit our town.

30

Robert Duncan

Do not agree to raising the sea wall.

31

Bev Edwards

The active management of the existing beach would be
far more cost effective and much less of a physical and
visual negative impact on the sea front area and its
businesses and residents. I therefore support SFAG
recommendations.

32

Monica Flynn

Since purchasing 11 Salmon Lane in 2010 we only had
one occasion for concern when the water reached the
pavement, but didn’t enter the property. With this
existing wall height in front of our property /car park of
about 16 inches topped with grass .
I feel a two meter wall would obstruct our view and be
detrimental, with the view being the reason I bought the
property in the first place. I would prefer to see active
management of existing beach with groynes, recharge,
breakwaters etc without ruining “our” beach and
destroying the view for the many residents facing it,
many of whom are elderly, as well as visitors.

33

Ronald Forbes
Crabb

-

34

Alex Garrow

-

35

Richard Gibson

Concrete wall seems easy straightforward solution, but
ugly and undesirable. Is there a cast for a castleated
solution and form coffer dam when threatened by
inserting timbers or piles?

36

Diana Glennie

37

Joan Gordon

I have read and agree with the comments of SAG on the
proposed flood prevention scheme. I wish to support the
comments and recommendations made by SAG. I
attended the recent SEPA display in the Town Hall but
could not understand what is proposed in front of the
houses at Salmon Lane as there is no existing wall at
that area, which appears to make it more vulnerable at
present??
-

38

Lorna Hay

-

39

Mike Hay

-

40

Jackie Horton

-

41

Alison Jansch

Object 100% against any new sea wall or sea wall with
rock armour. This will impede our view out to sea, also
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encourage more invasion of privacy by people looking
into house, etc. Agree with beach recharge.
42
43

Ronnie & Lianne
Kelman

Storm drainage at the north corner of Cowie (further to
the drainage which was installed a few years ago) is an
effective low cost solution.

44
45

Gordon &
Bernadette
Kirkwood

We consider that a 2m wall in front of the houses in
Salmon Lane is completely unnecessary. During the
flooding of 2012 (100yr storm) none of these houses
(No. 1-21, 11 houses) were damaged by the sea. A 1m
wall further out to sea would probably suffice. All other
options should be vigourly re-evaluated.

46

Janice Langdon

My thoughts are it would be ridiculous to raise the height
of the wall at the beach front bearing in mind the height
harbour wall does not prevent the sea from coming over.
As a child growing up in Stonehaven I clearly remember
being unable to climb onto the wall as there was such a
distance from the shingle to the top of the wall. Surely
removal of the majority of the shingle would improve the
situation but this would obviously need to be maintained.

47

James Lawrence

-

48

June Lawrence

-

49

Liyan Li

50

Margaret Liddell

I fully agree with the feedback and recommendations
which have been made by the SFAG. I do not want the
promenade path and seawall to be raised above their
existing levels.
Agree with actions proposed by SFAG. With regular
inspection of sea defences between harbour and Cowie.

51

Glenda Lowe

Fully supportive of Stonehaven Flood Actions Group’s
Response to Consultation.

52

Jamie Lumsden

Object 100% against any new sea wall or sea wall with
rock armour. This will impede our view out to sea, also
encourage more invasion of privacy by people looking
into house, etc. Agree with beach recharge.

53

Angus Macdonald

54

David Macdonald

I fully support SFAG’s views. These are particularly
relevant to Cowie. The fitting of a large scale drainage
valve at the north end by AC and increased resilience by
residents has significantly improved the situation. I am
convinced that similarly targeted improvements based on
local knowledge and professional engineering would be
more cost effective in the long term.
This is the response of Stonehaven Flood Action Group to
the Consultation on Thursday
13th June 2019.
I hope that you find it helpful.
The Flood Action Group continues to be committed to
working with the Coastal Flood
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Protection Team to achieve the most appropriate
solutions to go forward to the next stage.
55

Neil Macfarlane

I completely oppose to any height raising of the sea wall.
Until climate change shows a significant threat to the
coast of Stonehaven I don't feel the raising of the wall is
the answer. I fully agree with the SFAG response.
Reducing the power of the waves via beach management
in a storm with high tides is the key to the present and
future issues. Previous studies have been largely
ignored and we now have something being submitted
that the majority of people living along the coastline do
not want.
I also question the cost/benefit of which is vague and
cannot understand why realistic considerations have not
been made to the shortlisted options highlighted by
SFAG.

56

Signa Mackenzie

I have been resident at 9 Salmon Lane, Stonehaven for
21 years. My property benefits from amazing sea views,
one of the main reasons for purchasing the property. At
a meeting on 22nd June, along with other local residents I
was very concerned to learn from members of the
Stonehaven Flood Action Group about some of the
proposals being put forward by Aberdeenshire Council to
reduce the risk of coastal flooding in our area.
I wholly concur with the group response summarising
that meeting. My more particular concerns about the
impact on my property are as follows:
The view from my property would be severely affected
by the proposal to raise the sea
wall to a height of two metres and the promenade by
one metre (currently there is a 40
centimetre retaining wall rising from road level)
It would affect my privacy, giving passers-by a clear
view into my bedroom
It would undoubtedly have a detrimental effect on the
value of my property
In the 21 years I have lived in Salmon Lane only once
has there been any significant sea flooding which
resulted in sea water and debris on the road in front of
my house, but not encroaching on the property. I am,
however, well aware of the need to address the problem
of climate change and gradually increasing sea levels
and agree that the problem should not be ignored. As
matters progress I would like to be assured of the
following:
That, in addition to the possibility of a high wall being
constructed, ALL other avenues of
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management be explored. In particular I wholly support
the recommendation of the SFAG to actively manage the
existing beach with groynes, recharge and breakwaters
to reduce the
risk of flooding without having to raise the sea wall
Greater engagement with ALL those who will be
directly affected by the proposal of a wall (currently
many of us have been finding out through chance
meetings and random
conversations)
A full explanation of what the options are, clearly
presented in lay-man’s terms
Time to consider and respond to what is being
proposed
Finally, might I suggest that all the above be shared with
the wider community of Stonehaven. We live in an
attractive seaside town and much is being done to
develop the beach front and encourage tourism to the
area. I think that many other Stonehaven residents will
be concerned about any development which might have
a negative impact on the appearance of the beach area.
To increase the height of the sea wall appears to be a
cheap option. It would however ruin the beautiful sea
front for both visitors who come some distance to enjoy
this (and spend money here) and residents who have
selected Stonehaven above other towns because of
promenade, the sea and amenities this offers. I strongly
agree with this response.
-

57

Elizabeth
Mackinnon

58

Miriam Malcolm

59

William Malcolm

60

Dennis Manson

61

E Mason

I have tried my best to understand all the paperwork but
think it is written by engineers for engineers and is of
little use to any normal citizen. The idea of raising the
wall and walkway seems ???. If there were bats or
moles involved they would get more consideration.
I am strongly opposed to the raising of the sea wall. I
have already built a defence wall at the bottom of my
garden and the width of the walkway would mean this
would have to be demolished and part of my garden
taken away. Surely rock armour would be a better
solution and leave the sea wall as it is. Raising the wall
will have a detrimental effect on my property.
I object to raising the height of the sea wall.

62

Renee McCall

-

63

Matthew McGregor

-

64

Allison McIntosh

-

65

Martin McIntosh

-

66

Ann McLellan

-
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67

John McMenemy

-

68

A Michie

69

James Milne

70

Liz Molloy

71

Eilene Moncrieff

72

Kenneth Muir

73

Will Munro

74

Catherine Murray

75

Chris Rees

Totally opposed to the raising of the sea wall but fully
support the beach management and a construction of a
glass sea wall.
I think the Council’s proposals are perfect (what are they
going to do about the slipway at Cowie?). I don’t care
about dog walkers or sightseers and somebody’s view.
There’s a village on the news is going to disappear in 25
years time and they will not be compensated.
I realise that some form of flood protection is to our
benefit. However, a 2m high wall, I strongly object to.
I totally support SFAG proposals. I do not support AC
proposals to raise the sea wall and beach path, it would
make our properties unsaleable and ruin Stonehaven’s
appeal to visitors and residents alike.
I strongly object to your proposals to form a 2m high
wall with raised footpath, this would eliminate our view
of the beach and sea, thus lowering the value of our
property. The beach is one of Stonehaven’s greatest
assets for locals and tourists – leave it as natural as
possible please.
I fully support the SFAG position, particularly for the
centre section, Aberdeenshire Council must avoid any
sea wall rise and investigate/pursue the beach recharge
option with groynes/offshore protection to retain shingle.
This should include reconsideration of the HR Wallingford
report and recommendations on shingle management to
realign the rock armour at the mouth of the River
Carron. i.e.
https://www.aberdeenshire.gov.uk/media/13789/1998ex3731-stonehaven-seawall-feasibility-study.pdf
I strongly object to being imprisoned by a 2m high wall
and revised walkway thus losing the view and the reason
for purchasing my home.
Obviously oppose such myopic logic.

76

Beth Reid

77

Gillian Reid

78

John Reid

I am against raising the height of the sea wall and
continuing it in front of Salmon Lane. I am in agreement
with the attached document from SFAG.
I have lived in Salmon Lane for over 20 years, the
primary reason being the sea view. I strongly oppose
any proposals to build a sea wall in front of my property,
let alone to a height greater than the existing wall and
with raised promenade path. I agree with SFAG
response to Aberdeenshire Council proposals and
endorse the SFAG recommendations.
I disagree with the Council’s proposal to raise the height
of the existing sea walls and promenade path. I feel this
would have a detrimental effect on not only beach front
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79

Joseph Reid

80

Michael Robb

81

Jean Robertson

82
83

Charles & Sandra
Sands

84

David Smail

85
86

Mr & Mrs Smith

87

Alison Steven

88

Frances Stuart

residents but Stonehaven as a town, not forgetting local
businesses and the effect it may have on tourism which
Stonehaven is heavily reliant upon. As a resident of
Salmon Lane for over 20 years now I am angered by the
proposal due to the negative impact this would have on
my quality of life along with the serious devaluation to
my property.
I would not like to see a sea wall and raised path in front
of Salmon Lane. Neither would I like the height of the
existing wall raised. I would like other measures to be
investigated, such as those recommend by SFAG.
As a beachfront resident I am highly aware of the of the
number of visitors we have to the promenade and
boardwalk to the harbour. These visitors are vital to the
economy of a small town like Stonehaven and I dread to
think the impact of building a ‘prison like’ wall along the
beachfront will have on visitor numbers – and
subsequently the town’s economy. I am totally against
such a plan and support wholly the arguments put
forward by SFAG.
Cowie now benefits from a ?? pump. The residents have
barriers for the lanes between the houses and gates and
we suffered little in the flood. A sea wall does not help,
whereas rock armour would help. Good maintenance of
all drains is also needed. The height of our wall with its
splash back is effective.
We share the concerns of the SFAG.
I totally support the SFAG response to Aberdeenshire
Council dated 24/06/2019 in connection with the
Stonehaven Bay Coastal Study/flood defence scheme
options as presented to the public on 13/06/2019 in the
town hall.
The frequency, likelihood and severity of any historical
flooding does not justify the addition of 1m to existing
sea wall. Engineering and correct data would, in the long
run develop controls/flood prevention which does not
negatively affect residential and commercial property on
the front.
I endorse the comments/feedback of SFAG. A balance
must be struck between safety of residents, costs,
ugliness of the wall proposal. I witnessed the destruction
last time. I don’t believe a wall of any height would not
be destroyed by the sea. Measures need to reduce the
force of the sea hitting the existing walls.
The Council's preferred proposal to build a “BIG WALL” is
so insulting to the people of Stonehaven. To think that
the Stonehaven community would contemplate such an
unimaginative, infantile, badly thought out solution is
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incredulous. We are not a bunch of “morons”. We are
“real people” with feelings. The pathway and board walk
lies at the heart of Stonehaven. People look forward to
their daily walk there, young and old alike, children and
dogs walking on the walls, the elderly stopping to have a
chat, for many their only form of human contact that
day, families pushing their prams whilst their toddlers
cycle along beside them. Stonehaven Bay is a beautiful,
unspoilt, scenic, picturesque environment and home to
many wildlife. It attracts day trippers and visitors
worldwide and unbelievably the council wants to destroy
all this and build a “BIG WALL”. Furthermore, they have
had the most ridiculous idea that in order for the
community to still see the sea they will raise the
pathway. The raising of the pathway is strictly not
necessary for the flood defences and is an illconceived
solution to mitigate the loss of view due to the
construction of a “BIG WALL”.
As a holiday letting business on Stonehaven Bay
frontage which caters for tourists from all over the world
I am 100% against this proposal. Personally, if the wall
is built it will destroy my business which I have heavily
invested in, as well as spending over a year renovating
the apartment. I am successfully attracting visitors to
Stonehaven worldwide. If Aberdeenshire Council proceed
with this option the charm and beauty of one of the most
important features of Stonehaven will be DESTROYED
forever. One of the major tourist attractions for these
worldwide visitors is the highlight of walking this route. I
am quite confident that the loss of this amenity will have
a significant impact on the tourism to Stonehaven
whether it is day trippers or worldwide visitors. Is
Aberdeenshire Council actually aware that Stonehaven is
undergoing a mini boom in tourism at the moment? If
they were aware of this they wouldn't be proposing and
supporting such a preposterous and infantile solution
which will have a significant negative economic impact
on the Stonehaven economy. Below is a recent quote
expressed by visitors from Oviedo, Spain who stayed in
my holiday let;
“We have spent 8 unbeatable days. The house is perfect,
as in the photos but better still. The views you have are
spectacular. The town is very beautiful. From the house,
in addition to watching endless seabirds we were lucky to
see dolphins. In short impossible to improve.” On the
basis of my concerns, the only viable option I am
prepared to support for the defence of the Central
Section, would be a full beach recharge, the introduction
of groynes and rock armour. It is important that
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Aberdeenshire Council adopt imaginative solutions which
inherently deal with
coastal flooding and which maintains the charm of the
Stonehaven Bay sea front.
89

Graham Stuart

Stonehaven community has been presented with,
initially, 21 solutions to mitigate potential coastal
flooding based on an Interim Modelling Report of January
2019 prepared for Aberdeenshire Council by JBA
Consulting.
It is worth noting that modelling of coastal flooding and
wave over topping is an extremely complex process with
a high degree of uncertainty.
However, it appears that Aberdeenshire Council’s
preferred option is to raise the height of the existing sea
defence walls along the North and Central Sections.
As a home owner right on the Stonehaven Bay (Central)
the option of raising the existing sea defence wall along
with the raising of the existing footpath by 1 metre is
totally unacceptable.
This proposal is simply a crude solution which in my view
has not been fully thought through by the Council nor by
the appointed specialist consultants. It fundamentally
fails to address the impact of raising the footpath by 1
metre on existing sea front properties in terms of, access
to the properties and car parking; access to the beach
front from the various lanes leading off Allardice Street
and the overall impact on the public realm in general. In
fact, the raising of the footpath is terms of flood defence
is not strictly required and has merely been considered
as an afterthought to address the loss of views with the
increased height of the existing sea wall.
An increase in height of the footpath by 1 metre would
significantly affect access to the properties at Brachan
House, 7-11 Cowie Lane including access to the existing
garages which would render them redundant. A raised
footpath would also result in my flat in effect becoming a
“basement” property with no outlook other than seeing
the bottom half of those who will pass by the flat. This
solution will have a significant detrimental impact on the
value of my property and I would be seeking the full
value of my property in compensation.
However, raising the existing sea wall will have a
significant impact on views and general public amenity
and the enjoyment of the walk from the River Cowie to
the Harbour, by not only locals, but visitors as well.
Stonehaven is currently going through a mini tourism
boom with day trippers and also visitors from other parts
of the UK and from overseas. There is significant
anecdotal evidence from visitors to Stonehaven that they
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90
91

Allan Sutherland &
Regila Erich

92

Eileen Thompset

gain immense enjoyment from this walk and is in fact
one of the main attractions for day visitors. The loss of
this amenity will have a detrimental impact on tourism to
Stonehaven and I am unclear as to whether or not this
has been factored into any cost/benefit analysis.
On the basis of my concerns, the only viable option I am
prepared to support for the defence of the Central
Section and which SFAG must continue to endorse,
would be a full beach recharge, the introduction of
groynes and rock armour.
It is important that Aberdeenshire Council adopt
imaginative solutions which inherently deal with coastal
flooding and which maintains the charm of the
Stonehaven Bay sea front.
I have read the document and agree with its comments.
I am against a sea wall and in favour of more practical
and flexible solutions – including speaking to residents of
Cowie, especially those who have lived here for a long
time and have sensible experience and ideas.
-

93

Roger Thompset

-

94

Eileen Thomson

95

Elaine Thomson

96

Thomas Thomson

I totally agree with SFAG’s views. Beach management is
necessary and building a wall will only be detrimental to
Stonehaven as a tourist area. Cowie residents have
already put in place individual flood protection and a wall
will only spoil the beauty of the village and reduce
property values. Drainage is essential and that needs to
be addressed.
I object to the proposals to heighten the sea wall. I
agree with the proposals put forward by SFAG.
-

97

Alan Turner

I am completely against raises beyond the existing
height levels of the promenade path and seawall along
the central section. If for no other reason any raises
would have significant detrimental effects to the
properties along the front. I fully support the views and
answers provided by the Stonehaven Flood Action Group
to the Aberdeenshire Council consultation of 13th June
2019.
It is my belief that it should be possible to significantly
reduce the threat of coastal flooding by periodically
renourishing the existing beach with shingle/sediment.
This sediment volume being maintained with the addition
of rock armour, and groynes. i.e. with no changes to
the height of the seawall.
It is conceivable to me that in future the climate change
effect could be a more quantifiable factor than it is
today. However it is also fair to state, that similarly
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there will be technology advancements which will provide
a more environmentally friendly solution to that of
raising the heights of solid concrete walls.
-

98

Stewart Walker

99

David Williamson

Fully support Stonehaven Bay proposals from SFAG. In
particular we need a scientific analysis of the effects of
beach recharge and a glass sea wall.

100

J Wilson

Regarding Cowie village I would suggest another curve
on top of the present wall but no more than 2ft (ie.
Additional throw back). Also rock armour placed along
the beach at a suitable distance from the present wall so
as not to be buried in shingle as the present rock armour
is at the promenade.

101
102

Robert & Ellenor
Wilson

-

103

Stella Wilson

Beach recharge is the only acceptable option. A wall
would be an eyesore to me and to most people along the
prom. Also the proposed path etc would greatly reduce
the value of our property.

104

William Wilson

Beach recharge is the only option for me, wall and raised
pathway is a waste of time. We have been flooded twice
and I feel if the beach was sorted out this could have
been avoided.

Additional comments or questions, received separately from the SFAG response are
summarised below:
1

Dear Sir/Madam
I have read the options for the Central Benefits Zone and request further
information on the following:1. The proposed height changes to the current wall and promenade – how were
they calculated?
2. What drainage will be put in place to ensure that any excess water from the
heightened wall/promenade simply does not flow direct into the homes of those
that will be effectively ‘under’ the heightened wall/promenade
3. What studies have been undertaken to understand the effects on the homes
that will be directly affected by the heightened wall/promenade?
4. Where a home will lose potential capital (decrease in selling price) due to the
adverse building of the new heightened wall/promenade what compensation
will be given e.g. flats boarding on Cowie lane will lose garages/parking spaces
i.e. what are the proposed financial offers that will be made and what other
provisions of new garages/parking spaces will be provided to these residents?
Regards
Amanda Naylor
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Dear Graeme
Thank you for sending this information through. My apologies for not
responding sooner about the consultation in the Town Hall as I had said I would
submit some comments – although I understand I will get that chance via Area
Committee as well.
My main concerns apart, of course, from ensuring that any proposal that goes
forward will be effective in delivering flood protection for residents and local
businesses, is the visual impact of any scheme on the beachfront of
Stonehaven and the resulting impact on the experience of visitors to and
residents of the town.
We know – you know as a result - that the beachfront and the walk from Cowie
to the Harbour and beyond in both directions is one of the main reasons
visitors come to Stonehaven and, therefore, the economy of the town needs
any proposal to treat the beachfront accordingly and sensitively. I am
comfortable with the idea of groynes to help
stabilise the shingle and I think I am okay with a raised sea wall but only so
long as the promenade behind it is also raised and the cost of that seen as an
inclusive element in any proposal related to the raising of the sea wall going
forward.
I realise that to the northern end the sea wall could be a solid concrete wall like
on the middle section which would be a change from the timber fencing we
currently have which currently looks quite tired – I think this would be effective
and also help with flying shingle that currently flies about and requires clearing
when we have overtopping along that segment between the Cowie and the
Open Air Pool. I do think, though, that there would be a visual impact and
wonder whether there would be scope for half and half? Solid lower half but an
open structure with a couple of railings (I am thinking of the railings at
Montrose) above that – if you see what I mean.
Regarding the harbour – you will remember I was present with you when there
was some scepticism from local harbour residents about our proposals harbour
side and the effectiveness of a sloping wall. I think you were confident this
could be effectively delivered but I would want to be sure that was so.
If the above raises any questions, please let me know.
Kind regards
Sarah
Councillor Sarah Dickinson
Scottish Liberal Democrat
Ward 18 – Stonehaven & Lower Deeside
Mobile: 07388 956 160
cllr.s.dickinson@aberdeenshire.gov.uk
Facebook: Cllr Sarah Dickinson
Twitter: @SarahADickinson
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Personal response to flooding issues
4 Dunnyfell Road
Muchalls
Stonehaven
AB39 3RP
I refer to the public engagement on 13 June 2019 regarding coastal flooding in
Stonehaven. You may know I am involved in Stonehaven Flood Action Group
but the following are my personal comments only, not theirs which have been
sent seperately.
I have always supported the need to install effective, and cost effective, flood
defences along the sea front. My interest stems from when my late father-inlaw lived at 9 Turner's Court and saw his home flooded out in December 2012.
You will appreciate how traumatic this was for him and others who saw their
homes awash, personal possessions destroyed and faced rehousing for several
months. My wife and I still own the flat, hence our interest in the issue.
On 29 January this year you and JBA presented your long list of options at a
public meeting and invited feedback on these proposals. Many people
responded individually and also through the Stonehaven Flood Action Group,
commending some proposals, rejecting others and putting forward some
additional ideas for consideration.
On 29 May JBA produced a report titled Economic Appraisal Results. I realise
this was an internal report, not made public, but it was given on request to the
Flood Action Group.
The report concluded;
"North (of the Cowie) improve the existing defences immediately and adapt to
a new option when the residual life is exceeded.
"Central (between the Cowie and just south of the Carron) Implement an
adaptive beach recharge scheme immediately and replace Cowie defences (on
the banks of the river) in year 30.
"Harbour, manage the medium term risk through property resilience and
construct new defences when the residual life of the current defences is
exceeded."
I attended your engagement session on 13 June to see the options under
consideration. For the north and harbour zones the options were largely as
given in the May report by JBA. For the central zone the options were changed
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and all those given included raising the existing sea wall and promenade by 1
metre. My comments are as below;
•

There is a strong feeling that beach front residents and businesses have
not been properly informed regarding options for flood defences along
the sea front. I recently spoke to several residents of Salmon Lane and
not one was aware of what you were considering. Indeed, many thought
the engagement you held was pertaining to the Carron, not the sea
front.

•

Consequently I feel Aberdeenshire Council has not properly consulted
with residents or adequately informed them of what their own
consultants have been doing and the recommendations they have
made.

•

The short list presented did not seem to be derived from the earlier long
list. Specifically, the repeated reference to raising the banks of the
Cowie near it's estuary did not feature in the long list and is, I think, a
seperate issue. Proposals mentioned in responses to the long list
included shingle management by means of groynes, offhore
breakwaters and rock armour but these appear to have been discounted

•

Alternative ways of tackling flood risks do not seem to have been
properly considered. For example, raising the existing sea walls by glass
panels, (as described in David Williamson's response to you) or using
removable barriers when a storm is forecast did not receive a mention
in your short list.

•

Overall there is support for the idea of extending the beach and
installing structures eg groynes or breakwaters to restrict the movement
of shingle. Some rock armour just beyond the low water mark may well
help to dissipate some of the power of the waves and could contribute
to a low cost, unintrusive option.

•

The proposal to raise the sea wall and promenade by 1 metre is, I think,
unacceptable. It would block sea views currently enjoyed by residents,
could be psychologically harmful to those who currently enjoy their sea
view and would harm property values. As shown in your own
presentation the embankment supporting the raised promenade would
extend to around half way up the front door of 9 Turner's Court! I
realise details like this could be addressed but even so, a raised
promenade and sea wall would give a prison like feel to this property
and probably many others. When I finally retire I hope to move into a
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flat with a sea view, not a view of people's ankles less than 4 metres
from my window.
•

Nor does the manner of delineating the public promenade from private
property appear to have been properly thought out. The current wall
separating Turner's Court and Hanover Court from the promanade
would be below the height of the promenade making it useless as a
boundary marker and useless as a defensive measure against flooding.

•

Many people, including me, felt the public engagement on 13 June was
misleading. Much of the information was highly technical in nature and
not easily assimilated. Indeed, a lot of the print was too small to even
be read. Proposals were unclear, inedequate time for response was
given, no hard copies of the options were made available and it cannot
be seen as proper consultation. I note that although it has been called
"engagement" it appeared under the common heading of "consultation"
in your posters.

•

I realise that proper consultation, ideally conforming to recognised
standards, will be needed before any final decision is reached. However,
the core option you appear to be considering for the Central Benefit
Zone ie raising the promenade and sea wall, is so inappropriate I hope
you wil delete it from your options and revert to proper beach
management. This was, after all, a recommendation made by your own
consultants.

I hope you will give these commentd appropriate consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Christopher Anstock
(signed) C Anstock

3.2

Suggestions
SFAG also put forward a series of further suggestions. These are detailed below:
1: - Central and North Sections - Establish and present the capability of the existing
hard concrete defences with the addition of full beach recharge, groynes, rock armour.
This would involve no raises to the height of the seawall and no changes to existing
height of the promenade path. e.g. SFAG options A E
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2: - Promenade path level. While the AC proposal to an extent allows for people to
walk along the frontage and view the beach it totally ignores the consequential effects
to the surrounding properties due to the raised path. The current drawings show
tapering between this raised path and the existing ground level. Due to the proximity
of some buildings to the path this tapering will be impossible to achieve. In addition,
from a property owner’s perspective there are requirements to maintain visible and
practical boundaries between public land and private land. Property owners are
responsible in law, for the resilience of their own property. In addition, some property
owners have designed and built their boundary walls to aid in resilience. Hence by
raising the path, the property owner’s own boundaries and resilience measures will also
have to be raised. One of the consequences is that the overall effect reduces the ability
of light to enter property owner’s windows. Hence SFAG would encourage AC to fully
investigate alternatives to raising the heights of the seawall and path levels. For
example, the items specified in the first recommendation and the use of
clear/transparent barriers which could be added to the top of the existing seawall.
3: - The psychological effects. The psychological effects to residents due to wall and
promenade level changes need to be factored into the decision-making process. While
flooding itself can cause psychological effects to residents living next to the coast,
these same psychological effects would also be caused by building a raised concrete
seawall and raised promenade path right next to existing buildings. Building a wall
results in a permanent structure, where as the probability of flooding occurring isn’t as
definite.
4: - Communication and ease of understanding. The structure of the presentation
where the posters were completely full of graphics, tabularised data and text resulted
in complexity. There was a considerable amount of information being conveyed on a
few posters. While that approach is fine for an engineering audience, it isn’t very
suitable for a presentation to the general public. In places the actual drawings were
small and hard to see.
The use of visuals could be improved to simplify level of technical content which is
presented on each individual poster. In addition, while the public engagement session
was advertised in the press ahead of the event, none of the content or agenda were
included in those advertisements, and coastal residents who would be affected were
not directly informed.
5: - Future technological improvements in construction methods. In many of the
options, it is noted that there were portions included that were stipulated for future
implementation. e.g. replacement embankment walls along banks of the Cowie River.
It is thus conceivable that in future there will be alternatives to what are solid concrete
walls, perhaps including specialised glazing solutions. Hence, SFAG emphasise that
focus should be on using the present coastal defences and implementing the
recommendations given above. Separately, but along with various other types of flood
protection products, SFAG are monitoring the development, introduction and use of
specialised glazing solutions as permanent coastal flood defences. SFAG would request
that AC consider gathering information to assess the viability of a sea glass wall. SFAG
believes that considerable data on this type of solution is readily available, but
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presently experimentation and approved testing procedures would be required to
justify its use or not.
6: - Establish what is the practical level of SoP to base a scheme on, i.e. without
affecting the scenic character or the existing beach front. e.g. Why does it have to be 1
in 200 with climate change?
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Introduction
This technical note has been developed in response to the meeting with the Stonehaven
Flood Action Group (SFAG) on 27 August 2018.
The intention is to demonstrate how the feedback and comments have been incorporated
into the current design process.

1.1

Key terminology
Several concepts are referred to in this technical note and are important to understand
in the context of wave overtopping design:

2

•

Performance standard - The prescribed acceptable wave overtopping rate limits
for public safety, damage to infrastructure, properties and flooding. In the context
of the Stonehaven study this has been set to 1l/s/m given the exposure and risk
of flooding the coastline. This is appropriate at this stage in the design process
but may vary during detailed design for areas that can potentially tolerate higher
rates.

•

Standard of Protection – The return period for which the performance standard
is met. This is usually set to a 1 in 200-year likelihood of occurrence, or higher for
safety-critical locations. Where flood risk is of less concern the Standard of
Protection can be relaxed. This will be finalised through further consultation with
the public and business owners in future design phases.

•

Design life – The duration for which the coastal structure is designed last. This is
set at 100 years for this study.

SFAG Concerns
From the meeting with SFAG, the concerns relating to the proposed design information
provided to date were:
•

The raising of the promenade behind the defences will have significant impact on
the seafront residents, with users being able to look directly into properties.

•

The promenade raising would exacerbate surface water flood risk, allowing
ponding against boundary walls. The design drawings showed no detail of
drainage arrangements.

•

The design for the new defences is based on the most exposed conditions (XS17)
with no consideration given to the area sheltered by the Brachans, which could
potentially have a lower rear wall.

•

No consideration has been given to the offshore attenuation of wave energy with
the aim of reducing defence heights.

•

The design drawings showed that the proposed defences would extend across the
entire Central zone and there was no separate consideration for the area south of
the Carron.
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3

Technical response to SFAG concerns

3.1

Update of design drawings
In response to the above concerns we have updated the design drawing for the Central
zone (Option C2). This is provided in Appendix A and better reflects:

3.2

•

The potential variation in geometry of the design at different sections along the
front. This includes a note on the potential variation in wall crest and different
promenade arrangements for locations with and without property boundary
walls.

•

Indicative detail of the crossfall to demonstrate the management of surface water
and overtopping volume. Design of surface water drainage system will be
undertaken in the detailed design phase.

•

Updating of the plan to better reflect the variation in the option that will be
required to the south of the Carron. This assumption is also included in the costs
developed for the economics.

Promenade raising
The below provides details on the technical considerations surrounding the request that
the promenade not be raised in conjunction with the wall.
Engineering issues:
•

Without a raised promenade, a larger wall base would be required for stability.
This is because there are no favourable restoring forces from the promenade
acting against the shingle beach and wave impacts. Additional measures to make
the wall stable may also be required; including the use of a shear key and dowels.

•

Construction becomes more complex as the existing promenade will need to be
demolished and excavated to allow for the new wall base installation.

•

Excavation for the wall base may encroach onto private property and pose a risk
to property boundary walls and other structures.

•

The raised promenade would have a fall toward the sea for drainage purposes.
Normally, drainage points would be built into the wall at promenade level to allow
overtopped water to drain back out to sea. In the current concept designs these
drainage points are 0.2m above the design beach level. However, if the
promenade is not raised above the design beach level, these drainage points
would be constantly blocked and unmaintainable. An alternative and more costly
drainage system would then need to be designed into the footpath area, in
addition to the surface water drainage required.

•

Re-routing of services (mainly the sewer main) may be required to prevent the
increased risk of clashes with a lower construction level than with a raised
promenade.

•

Wave overtopping design guidance states that tolerable wave overtopping rates
(1 l/s/m) are based upon the public having a clear view of the sea and being able
to see approaching breaking waves. If the wall is too tall, and promenade users
have no clear view of incoming waves, the tolerable threshold becomes more
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stringent by several magnitudes - 0.03 l/s/m to 0.01 l/s/m. This performance
standard could only be achieved by further increasing the height of the wall.
Operational issues:
•

There is an increased risk of falls from height for beach users due to beach buildup against the wall. The fall distance will be almost 2m. To manage this.
Aberdeenshire Council would need to adopt a stringent maintenance programme
that will effectively redistribute beach material from the wall face to discourage
climbing and risk of falls.

Aesthetic issues:
•

Line-of-sight impacts for promenade users as the wall will be taller than most
members of the public.

Proposed Configuration
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Configuration with no raised promenade

3.2.1 Offshore attenuation of wave energy
The offshore attenuation of wave energy has been considered in 2 ways; the
construction of offshore breakwaters and an offshore reef, essentially to extend the
Brachans.
3.2.2 Offshore breakwaters
Offshore breakwaters were considered as an option within the long list. The option
noted that the structure could be either above water or submerged. Table 3-1
summarises how the option was assessed against each of the screening criteria, with
descriptions of the scoring system detailed within Table 3-2.
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Table 3-1: Screening of offshore breakwater option within long list
Category

Aim

Technical
performance
and
adaptability

Provides desired standard of
protection throughout the design life
of the scheme or is easily adaptable
to allow for modifications for climate
change through time. Provides
protection to full extent of benefit
zone.

Score
4

Comments

Buildability

Safe to construct, local sources of
appropriate material for
construction, suitable ground
conditions and would not conflict
with existing services, primarily the
sewer main along the front.

1

Difficult to construct in water.

Capital cost

Low capital cost.

2

High capital cost due to
volume of material required
and construction methods.

Maintenance
and monitoring

Minimal ongoing maintenance
and/or monitoring requirements and
costs.

2

High maintenance costs for
existing structures.

Ecology and
environment

No environmental impact on local
habitats, geology and ecology,
including local designations.

2

Potential significant alteration
to coastal processes and
downdrift erosion issues;
submerged reefs tend to
have less impact on
processes than other designs.

Not a long term solution on
its own.
Relies on condition of existing
defences.

Potential significant impacts
on marine and coastal
biodiversity during
construction and operation.
Potential to create
ecologically enhanced reef
feature and improve habitat
for marine species.
Bird disturbance during
construction.
NFM and RBMP

Works with nature to provide natural
protection and does not downgrade
the existing classifications.

4

May increase the area of
sandy foreshore, which would
have NFM benefits by
increasing the area for wave
dissipation, and ecological
benefits which is assessed as
part of the RBMP.
Installation may impact the
ecological status of the
coastal waters and RBMP
status.
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Landscape and
heritage

Works with the existing landscape
and is sensitive to listed buildings
and heritage designations.

3

Submerged structure would
have no impacts on
landscape or seascape.
Potential impacts on maritime
archaeology and wrecks.

Tourism

Maintains access to beaches,
considers local views and provides
connectivity along the frontage.

5

Would reduce works required
along the frontage, thus
keeping wall heights down.

Strategic
alignment

Aligns with local strategies.

4

Allows for ‘Hold the Line’ to
be implemented more
effectively through reducing
direct wave action on the
front.

Stakeholder
views

Supported by stakeholders and the
local community.

5

All stakeholder responses in
favour.

Waste
management
and
contamination

Minimal waste disposal requirements
or contamination risks.

3

Possible dredging activities.

Regulatory
consenting and
approvals

Regulatory framework would be
readily achievable.

2

Marine licence required for
offshore work.

37

Table 3-2: Long list scoring system
Score

Description

1

Option has significant potential to negatively affect achievement of aims

2

Option likely to conflict with aims

3

Option not likely to contribute or conflict with aims

4

Option likely to contribute to achieving aims

5

Option has significant potential to meet aims

It can be seen that the option received a range of scores across the different categories.
Ultimately, it was discounted at this stage due to high capital costs, difficult buildability
and the fact that other defences would be required in the long term to account for sea
level rise.
For reference, the total scores for the options that were taken forward to the short listing
stage for the central area are detailed below:
Beach recharge

41

New sea wall

40

Subsequent to this assessment, further details on the costing of offshore breakwaters
have been requested by SFAG; these are provided below.
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To provide protection across Stonehaven Bay it is most likely that a series of
disconnected breakwaters would be required, as opposed to one large structure. Figure
3-1 provides an indicative sketch of the potential configuration.
Figure 3-1: Indicative sketch of potential offshore breakwater configuration

The breakwater option would work in two ways:
1. The rock armour structures would act to dissipate wave energy offshore from the
coastline reducing wave heights and wave overtopping at the beach and sea
wall. The size of the structure (height, width, length and spacing) would
determine the transmission of extreme wave conditions through and around the
structures. Larger structures are therefore more effective but become less viable
from an environmental and financial perspective.
2. Through dissipating wave energy, the sheltered area behind the breakwater
would encourage beach accretion, stabilising beach system and improving flood
protection.
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Advantages:
•

Less engineering work would be required to the existing sea walls relative to the
other options.

•

Reduced line-of-sight impact from the promenade relative to the wall raising
options.

•

Breakwaters would stabilise beach material.

•

Potential secondary benefit of sheltering propagation into the Cowie mouth.

Disadvantages:
•

Construction of breakwaters do not improve the freeboard of the existing
defences (measure from extreme sea level to the top of the defence). In the
long-term, with the effects of sea level rise, wall raising would still be required
as the existing defences are too low and are still at risk of overtopping.

•

To be effective in extreme storm events with high water levels, the detached
breakwaters would need to be very tall; on low tides, these structures would be
exposed and have a large visual impact of the bay and horizon.

•

High cost of construction as multiple improvements would be required to achieve
the required standard of protection (rock breakwater, beach recharge, wall
raising).

•

Environmental impacts from building on the foreshore and changing the coastal
process in the bay.

•

Complex construction (working on water).

•

Breakwaters may negatively affect the Cowie and Carron as sediment deposition
patterns will change

Costs
In order to provide further justification on the option being ruled out, we have derived
some ballpark costs, as detailed below:
North: £23-31mil (i.e. £27-37mil per km) frontage 830m
Central: £16-23mil (i.e. £21-31mil per km) frontage 750m
As a comparison:
Option N3 (rock revetment): £11.2mil (i.e. £13.5mil per km)
Option N4 (beach recharge): £16.1mil (i.e. £19.4mil per km)
Option C2 (beach recharge): £7.2mil (i.e. £9.6mil per km)
The offshore breakwater option comes out very expensive as it is basically a combination
of the rock armour revetment (with slopes on both side) and beach recharge options in
the long-term.
The above costs show the lower range to be in the order of ca. £40M. When compared
to the estimated available benefit of ca. £25M (North and Central only), the offshore
breakwater option is not economically viable.
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3.2.3 Extension of Brachans with rock armour
As an alternative, a smaller scale option of essentially using rock armour to extend the
Brachans to the north has been assessed at a high level; it should be noted that the
final report will include recommendations for this to be considered in detail. It is
understood from anecdotal evidence, and is corroborated by the modelling undertaken,
that the Brachans provide a degree of shelter to the southern part of the central section.
As such, the extension of the Brachans could allow for the wall heights to be optimised.
This high level analysis been undertaken using the existing modelling results and the
assumption is that the new structure will provide a similar level of protection as currently
offered by the Brachans.
Figure 3-2 shows the variation in extreme wave height distribution at XS17 and XS20
(Brachans). This shows that the wave transformation modelling estimates the Brachans
reduce wave heights by approximately 15%.
Figure 3-2: Comparison of wave heights at cross sections 17 and 20

This 15% reduction was applied to the design wave conditions at X17 to demonstrate
the potential improvement in overtopping performance. This is presented in the figure
below and shows that, even if a similarly efficient structure were constructed offshore
of XS17, the 1 l/s/m performance target would not be met for present day conditions
without raising the wall.
Further analysis showed that the wave height would need to be limited to 1.23m in
order to meet the 1 l/s/m standard. This would require an offshore structure capable
of reducing the 200-year wave conditions to below those that occur on average twice a
year (0.5-year RP).
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With this 15% reduction it is, however, possible that the height of the wall may only
require raising by 0.5m to meet the design standard. This combination is shown to
result in a rate of 0.63 l/s/m for the 200-year present day conditions.
It should be noted that, while such a structure may result in localised reduction in wave
heights, it may alter the breaking characteristics and corresponding cross-shore and
longshore currents. Detailed consideration of these will be required so as to not increase
the erosion potential of the newly recharged beach.

3.3

Summary of options assessed
Table 3-3 summarises the different beach and wall combinations that have been
considered within the central benefit zone as part of this study.
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Table 3-3: Summary of beach and wall combinations assessed
Present day conditions

4

Climate change
conditions

RP for 1 l/s/m
(years)

200yr rate
(l/s/m)

200yr rate
(l/s/m)

Existing beach and wall

2

7.5

53.0

20m beach, no wall

8

4.6

20.7

20m beach, 0.5m wall

500

0.7

5.6

20m beach, 1.0m wall

>1000

0.1

1.1

10m beach, 0.5m wall

70

1.8

15.8

10m beach, 1.0m wall

500

0.6

5.3

Brachans, 20m beach,
no wall

25

2.9

15.9

Brachans, 20m beach,
0.5m wall

600

0.6

4.0

Proposal going forwards
The aim of this study is to present a preferred option that can be put forward to SEPA /
Scottish Government for prioritisation, and as such the options have been developed to
a concept stage. These have been design using methods and information that are
appropriate for this stage in the process. The intention is therefore to recommend an
option that provides the preferred concept for the long-term management of coastal
flooding and erosion. The uncertainty in the details at this stage is reflected in the use
of a 60% optimism bias for developing the costs. It therefore is expected that further
phases of the design process will optimise the structural arrangements and geometry of
the options, but not change the overall concept of the primary option e.g. beach
recharge, rock revetment, new wall etc.
The sections below summarise the final preferred option that is to be put forward for
prioritisation:
Central benefit zone: Beach recharge accompanied by raising of the wall and
promenade. Recommendations within the final report will include:
•

•

Further consideration should be given as how to optimise the height of the rear
wall including:
o

Provision of an offshore reef to attenuate wave energy i.e. extensions of
the Brachans rock platform

o

Effective use of fishtail groynes to both retain sediment and reduce wave
action in the most exposed locations

o

A detailed wave assessment along the entire front to allow for the wall
height be optimised and vary depending on exposure

Upon undertaking a full assessment of the services further consideration should
be given to the suitability of the level to which the rear promenade is raised.
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North benefit zone: Raising of the existing defences for the first 30 years followed by
the construction of a rock armour revetment. This represents the most economically
advantageous long-term option, and as such gives the best chance of securing funding
in the present day. In reality, the form of defences to be constructed in the long term
could be subject to change. Recommendation within the final report will include:
•

Optimisation of the height of the raised wall to acknowledge the variation in risk
between the promenade and Cowie Village i.e. a lower SoP for the commercial
properties.

•

Measures for effective transitioning between a rock structure in the north and a
recharge beach in the central to make sure there is no detrimental impact on
levels of sediment.

Harbour benefit zone: Property Flood Resistance and Resilience measures for the first
30 years followed by a new rock revetment to the north of the harbour, a stepped
revetment within the inner harbour and managed realignment to the south of the
harbour.
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Revised C2 Option Drawing
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